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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is a consideration
of obesity from the standpoint of its etiology and complications. The former will receive slightly less attention because of the already voluminous treatment of this
phase of the subject in the literature.

It's import-

ance is such , however, that for the sake of properly evaluating the manner in which obesity operates as a factor in other diseases, it cannot be considered too briefly.

Special emphasis will be directed toward as much

as is known concerning the mechanism by which obesity
predisposes or causes conditions commonly associated with
it.
Although the title implies a distinction between the meaning of complications and sequelae, no attempt well be made to differentiate these terms.

Com-

plication is usually applied to concurrent disease,
whereas sequela is used to designate any affection which
follows and occurs as a result of the primary condition.
In as much as nearly all associated conditions are concurrent with the obesity and may at the same time be directly or indirectly a result of it, it is obvious that
no sharp distinction between them is practicable.
1

Uncer-
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tainty with regard to the exact role of obesity in certain of its coincident diseases obviates the neeessity
of regarding these terms as more or less synonymous. As
the succeeding evidence is presented the justification
for disregarding any distinction will be apparent. This
is unfortunate, but at the same time the principal reason for the writer's interest in this phase of the subject.
The author knows of no other paper in which a
correlation of the many facts which have been established in regard to obesity as an etiologic factor in other
diseases has been attempted. It is true that many papers
have been written concerning obesity and its attendant
complicating pathology, but in general these have not
attempted a comparison of experimental evidence from other investigators to establish any conclusions which are
made.

Those contributors with experimental evidence to

support their conclusions, have in the main considered
only one of the host of complicating conditions which
has been ascribed to obesity by the earlier writers. Both
etiology and treatment of obesity as well as its endocrinopathy, have received the bulk of consideration in articles appearing on this subject in the past.

7lhi1Je these

are important, the author feels that more emphasis should

be placed on the complications or sequelae in order that
the practicing physician may give more careful consideration to the prophylaxis or prevention of a disease which
produces so much morbidity and mortality.

It is with

these facts in mind, together with the absence of a similar treatise in the literature which motivates the preparation of this paper.
In outlining the scope of the present work it
is the author's intention to present a short chapter on
the definition, historical incidence, and statistical
significance of obesity before undertaking a discussion
of its causes and effects.

~his

is imperative if a bet-

ter understanding of obesity as a predisposing factor in
other disease is to be gained.

The considerations of

classification and endocrinology cannot be entirely excluded from the discussion of the etiology.

Symptoms

and prognosis will be mentioned in the chapter on complicating pathology.

Methods of treatment will receive

the least emphasis since these are constantly changing
as newer concepts of the pathogenesis are advanced. Wherever appropriate, however, certain principles of therapy
will be included.

It is hoped that these apparent om.is-

sions may not be construed to minimize their importance,
nor detract from the interest in a discussion of etiol-
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ogy and complications.

In regard to the complications or seouelae it
is also obvious that a complete survey of all the diseases in which obesity has been suggested as a contributing
factor, is impossible, though the author hopes at least
to mention most of them, reserving the bul.k of such considerations to only the more important complications.
It is true that all contributors in this field cannot
be mentioned and the author purports

co

present only

the more important contributions which have appeared in
the last two decades.

Although many of the contribu-

tions have added to a knowledge of the subject during
this time, no chronological mode of presentation will
be necessarily followed.
The present work represents a review of literary materi.'.:'.l only.

!:Iuch of this was selected from the

('.uarterly Cummulative Index Medicus of the American Medical Association from 1916 to date, and to a lesser extent from other reference lists and bibliographies selected at random and during the work of preparation. Numerous books on the subject were also consulted in a further attempt to make as complete a survey as time would
permit.

The bibliography includes only such references

as were available from the Library of the College of Med-
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icine, University of Nebraska, Omaha.

Much of the lit-

erature in foreign language was necessaril) excluded because of inability to translate it, though wherever

pos~

ible abstracts and translations were used, the source or
t~anslator

being indicated parenthetically following the

reference in the bibliography.

Footnotes will be used

to indicate the source of citations used which have been
made by various authors, but which have not actually
been reviewed by the author.

In this way the bibliogra-

phy ccmprises only such material as was directly consulted.
Before commencing with the discussion of the
subject, a review of the present concept of the role
played by normal fat in the human organism is included.
The author wishes to express appreciation to
the librarian and her staff for their kind assistance in
finding many of the references, and to Dr. Lowell F.
Dunn for his helpful advice and suggestions.

NORMAL FAT IN THE HUM.All BODY

The source of fat in the human body is from
the food we eat.

Grafe (46) says that it is the most

perfect foodstuff in that except for its chief function,
which is to be burned and thus to provide energy, it is
largely deposited unchanged in our bodies.

E.F. DuBois

(36) states that fats furnish about one-third of our caloric intake in health.

He also points out that carbo-

hydrates may be converted into fat in the body. this conversion being an exothermic reaction because the change
from an oxygen-rich to an oxygen-poor compound occurs.
This raises the respiratory quotient because but little
oxygen absorption is required from the outside.

Lambie

(66) states that this conversion can take place by the
condensation of three molecules of glucose to form fatty
acid which unites with glycerol to form fat.

He empha-

sizes the fact that body or depot fat is derived from
all three foodstuffs, but th&t because carbohydrate comprises two-thirds of the average caloric intake, most of
it comes from this foodstuff.

He states that protein nor-

mally becomes fat only to a small extent from the inter6
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mediary protein metabolism of glutogenio amino acids
which are changed to the carbohydrate form of triose
and thence to fat as above, but that condensation of
triose to form hexose is less readily accomplished
than its conversion into glycogen from which glucose
and fatty acid would be formed.

DuBois (36) however,

says that there is but little evidence to show that
proteins are converted ,to fat, but points out that theoret ioally since about one•half the protein is metabolised
as glucose, this much may become fat.

He states that

the mechanism of the digestion, absorption, and metabolism of fats is not known with certainty.

Grafe (46)

states that carbohydrate may be transformed to fat in
the depots themselves, and is second in importance as a
source of fat, proteins coming next and finally alcohol,
but adds that fat is the real fattening and reserve substance.

DuBois (36) points out that the edible simple

lipoids are esters of the triatomic alcohol, glycerol,
which consist of mixtures of tristearin. tripalm1t1n,
and triolein.

Bloor (20) states that other ingested com..

plicated 11poids include the phospholipids mainly.
The digestion of simple or neutral fat is stated
by Bloor (20) to commence in the stomach through the action
of gastric lipase. provided the acidity is low and the
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emulsification sufficient.

He points out that although

fat inhibits the acid and slows the passage of food into the intestine, emulsion such as milk or oils leave
the stomach rather rapidly.

In the intestine conditions

are most ideal for fat digeation where the alkaline secretions of pancreatic juice, intestinal secretion, and
bile all take place.

The intestinal and pancreatic

juices each furnish a lipase which hydrolyzes the fat
with the assistance of bile, which not only renders the
enzyme more active, but increases the solubility of the
fatty acids produced in the hydrolysis, which in part
unite with the alkalies to form soaps, both assisting
in the emulsion of the rest of the fat.

He states that

fats are probably absorbable only in water-soluble form
and intimates that the complicated lipoids as the phospholipid, lecithin, and cholesterol may be absorbed readily because they are soluble and easily hydrolyzed.

He

believes that water solubility is the test applied by
the organism to all ingested fats before absorption by
the intestine and protects it against the assimilation
of useless fats.

DuBois (36) states that as a rule fate

with low melting points are better assimilated than
those which do not melt at body temperature.
Bloor (20) states that fat excreted in the feces
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ie comprised of three form:

Undigestible fat. fat from

cellular and bacterial debris. and true intestinal excretion of unusable fat.

He points out that in fasting

one-third of the total dry matter of the feces is fat,

and, as further evidence that the intestine actually excreted fat, indicates that there is sometimes more fat
in the feces than in the food.

Re says that there is nor-

mally a trace of fatty acid in the urine.

DuBois (36)

also states that the intestine excretes fatty substances
in smail amounts; even during starvation.

He cites At-

water1 as reckoning a lOS$ in the exoreta of 6% of animal
fat and 10% of the vegetable fat ingested.
The mechanism of absorption of fat is not definitely worked out, but Maximow (77) states that during
the absorption of fat, the striated border and sub3acent
homogeneous protoplasmic layer of the intestinal epithelium always remains free of fat droplets.

He says fat

droplets appear above the Golgi net and the nucleus of
the cell which proves that the invisible glycerol and
fatty acids are at least in part immediately resynthesized by the cell into neutral fat.

He points out that

some investigators have seen droplets between the basal
l. Atwater and Bryant, Report of the Storrs
(Conn.) Ex.per. Station, p. 73, 1899.
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parts of epithelial cells, while others claim that the
leucocytes transfer fat from the cells into the lacteals,
but adds that this is probably not correct.

Bloor (20)

also states that the fatty acids and soaps are

absor~e4

only to be resynthesized with glycerol to form neutral
fat in the wall of the gut again. whence it reaches the
blood stream by way of the lacteals and thoracic duct
mainly. but to a lesser extent may go directly into the
portal circulation.

He says that the suspension of minute

particles of resynthesized neutral fat in the blood causes
a slight milkiness of the plasma which may persist 8-14
hours after the fat meal and that persistanoe for 14 hours
after a meal indicates an abnormality in fat metabolism.
Bloor (20) points out that the extent and duration of the increase of blood fat following a fat meal,
depends on the amount of fat ingested and also apparently
on the level of the blood lipoids at the time of feeding,
because if high the fall is slower than when the level
of blood lipoids is low.

He states that coincident with

the rise of neutral fat in the blood during fat absorption, certain changes in the other blood lipoids have
Qeen observed.

He says that with a rise in blood fat, the

phospholipid, lecithin is the first to increase and later
cholesterol, the order of the increase being an explana-
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tion why some workers get no increase in the latter
after a fat meal. since the amount ingested is too
small to stimulate the rise of the third blood lipoid.
cholesterol.

Rony and Levey (106) found that follow-

ing ingestion of one pint of 20% orea.m, an increase of
the fatty acid content of the blood occurred, the peak
of the curve being reached in from 3-6 hours in normal
individuals, but observed no change in the plasma cholesterin in these same subjects.

Apparently their re-

sult is explained by Bloor (20) above, who states further, that the mechanism of the disappearance of fat
from the blood is uncertain, but is found to accumulate
in the liver, bone marrow, spleen. and muscles. in the
order named.
Joslin (69) states that the normal range of
cholesterol in the blood varies between the lowest fasting level of 125 to the highest level of 230 mg./100 cc.,
reached in 3-4 hours after a meal, the amount varying
directly with the amount of total fat in the blood.
Brugar and Poindexter (24) found the blood cholesterol
in normal subjects to range between 160-230 or 250

mg,/

100 cc., when taken in the morning after breakfast.
Musser {87) points out that since the rate of digestion
and absorption of fat is uniform, the alimentary lipemia
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curves may be used as approximate measures of the rate
of fat utilization. but Stewart, Gaddie. and Dunlop (111)
could find no relationship between utilization of fat
and changes in the blood fat concentration in normal snbjects fed on nothing but carbohydrates and fats, the
latter given in increasing amounts.

7hey furthermore

did not find any figures to suggest any conversion of
fat to carbohydrate, but found that low blood fat was
increased by work while high blood fat was decreased
after work so that fat was directly oxidized, and suggested that extra amounts of fat in the blood were derived from adipose tissue.

These rather conflicting

views are undoubtedly dependent on the present incomplete knowledge of the actual mechnism of fat utilization by the tissues.
Bloor (20) states that lipases are found only
in the pancreas and intestine and are the only enzymes
capable of

hydrol~zing

the fats of the higher ·fatty acids

which are the type ordinarily ingested as food.

Hence

resynthesized neutral fat in the blood stream cannot be
hydrolyzed by the tissues without undergoing some change,
and he believes that because of the coincident rise of
lecithin and cholesterol with fat in the blood after a
meal, these substances must therefore take part in the
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metabolism of fat.

He states that cholesterol is in

constant relation with its fatty acid esters and Musser
(87) points out that the relation of the cholesterol
esters to the cholesterol in the blood may be a more
important measure of liver changes because the former
do not pass through the liver cells normally as does
cholesterol.

Bloor (20) further states that the ester-

ases are widespread

throughout the blood and tissues

of the body, but are capable of hydrolyzing only the

.

shorter chain fatty acids and the phospholipids ss lecithin. the latter therefore being the most likely form in
which fat can be utilized by the tissues.

He believes

that since the blood corpuscles have also been shown to
contain an increase in fat and lecithin content during
fat absorption that a transformation of fat into lecithin probably takes place, a process seemingly likely
because of the increase of the latter after fat ingestion.
In some animals where the lecithin does not increase in
the corpuscles he explains that its formation could be
followed by immediate release into the plasma.

He adds

that the evident interdependence of fat, lecithin, and
cholesterol in the blood is proof of their role in the
metabolism of the fatty acids.
Bloor (20) believes, since the liver is the
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only organ loaded with fat during absorption of this
foodstuff and the fatty acids of this fat are found to
be of the same degree of saturation as those of the
food fat by determination of the iodine number, that
this organ is the site of the desaturation.of the neutral fat of the blood.

Evidence for this is found in

the analysis of tissue fat, which he states is a complex cellular lipoid built into the active tissues of
the body and is comprised mainly of phoepholipids,
which are the most widely distributed, but also cholesterol and other known complex lipoids.

In contradis-

tinction to the depot fat, he adds that the active tissue
lipoids having an iodine number of 35-70 are highly desaturated, whereas the former is of the same degree saturation as ingestnd fat, whose fatty acids hBve an iodine
number of around 130.
utilization

by

Hence it would appear that for

the tissues, the more highly active desat-

urated form of fatty acids is necessary, as well as phosphorization, in which process the liver seems to be the
most probable site since the same process may occur in
the corpuscles and tissues.

Musser (87) states that ac-

tive white blood cells have a high phospholipid and low
cholesterol ester content, while inactive or degenerating
cells show the reverse relationship.
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It has long been believed. as pointed out by
Maximow (77), that cholesterol arises from the stroma of
old red blood cells and is excreted by the hepatic cells
into the bile. whereas the bile acids are manufactured
and secreted by these same liver cells.

Corresponding

to Bloor's (20) active tissue complex cellular lipoid.
Maximow also describes a masked or bound fat which is
part of living protoplasm and is difficult to demonstrate
microscopically, but may be extracted chemically.
In addition to unsaturation and taking on of

phosphorous the fatty acids are said by Musser (87) to
bear a similar correspondence to the selection of amino
acids for body protein in the building of body fat.

In

this connection Bloor (20) states that with a choice of
food the organism builds a depot fat characteristic of
its species, but on a diet of selected animal fat the
same is stored unchanged in the fat depots of the body,
He point out that in poisonimg. a mobilization of fat
from the depots occurs in the liver where the fat is
found to be characteristic of the type found in them.
Joslin (59) says that in inanition more fnt is deposited
in the liver than by fat feeding. and that the former
may raise the blood cholesterol by as much as 128% in a
few days.

He states that all liver fat above

3'% is con-
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sidered to be that which is composed of fatty acids with
a low iodine number which have been mobilized from the
fat stores or depots, and is only temporary.

He gives

10% fat as the upper limit of this substance in the normal liver which usually contains only 2-3% as does other
normal fresh tissue.

He points out that the first

3%

of

liver fat has an iodine number of 135. while depot fat
has an iodine number of only 65.

He says that liver fat

is more highly desaturated than that of muscle or adipose
tissue.

This seems to agree essentially with Bloor's (20)

contention that the liver is the main site of desaturation
of the neutral fat, though the latter (20) states that
other organs besides the liver have also been shown to
contain fat of greater desaturation than the food or depot fat.
Lambie (66) states that the depot fat is in inverse proportion to the liver fat which is in turn inversely proportional to liver glycogen.

He points out that the

mobilization of fat from the depots occurs through the
breaking down of the neutral fat to fatty acids and glycerol which are then resynthesized into neutral fat in
the blood b;y some unknown mechanism.

This is essentially

what happens in the absorption of food fat from the intestines.

Lambie also delegates the liver as the organ
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concerned with the desaturation of fatty acids. end
further states that this makes them over into more
easily oxidizable substances for the tissues.

He be-

lieves that the liver may also build up the fatty acid
molecule into canplex phospholipids such as lecithin.
which as has been mentioned is a highly suitable form
for utilization in building cellular fat.

C.H. Best

and his coworkers (17, 18, 19) found that in depancreatized dogs receiving insulin the livers of these animals
stored much fat having a low iodine number, and that
when fed fat this storage in the liver was accelerated.

By feeding lecithin instead of food fat they found that
the liver did not store fat.

This was also true when

betaine, a non-toxic oxidation product of the lecithintoxic dwrivative choline, was administered, and concluded from this that lecithin prevents fat storage in the
liver and is essential to intermediary fat metabolism.
Josli~ (59) states that it is generally accept-

ed that fat is transported to the liver by lecithin and
cephalin in the form of fatty acids where these are desaturated and thus prepared for use in the ,_body.
says that fat in the blood is in three forms:

He

free and

combined fatty acids, the former comprising the bulk of
neutral fat stored in the body;

lecithin, a vehicle for
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transportation of fatty acids in the blood stream;

and

cholesterol, also a vehicle for transportation of fatty
acids.

Bloor (20) states that the concentration of fat,

cholesterol and lecithin in the plasma varies with the
species and is undoubtedly influenced by the amount of
fat habitually ingested, whereas the corpuscular fat content of all species is approximately the same.
Bloor (20) states that stored fat is found
principally in more or less well defined fat depots such
as the abdomen, subcutaneous tissue, intermuscular tissue,
and around organs.

He states that this depot fat is not

mormally present in more than small amounts in the active
tissues such as the heart, kidney, and muscles, though
of course complex lipoid material of the built-in cellular type is found there.

Smith and Willius (109) state

that the heart normally has fat over its base and atrtoventricular groove, around the bases of the great Teasels,
along the coronaries, interventricular sulci, and right
border and anterior surface of the right ventricle. They
(108) find that the normal weight of the adult heart

averages 294 grams in males and 250 grams in females.
They also indicate that the normal ratio of heart weight
to i5ody weight averages 0.43% for males and 0.40% in fem8les. and that the heart weight in either sex may be
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calculated from the body weight without error of more
than 10%.

Joslin, Dublin. and Marks (60) state that,
"The proportion of fatty tissue to total

body weight is normally greater in women than in men
throughout adult life.

Significant differences also

exist between persons of the same general build, but
differing in musculature."
Grafe (46) states that fat deposits in the
body serve three purposes:

aid in heat regulation, an-

chor organs, and protect deep seated vital organs from
mechanical injury.

Maxi~ow

(77) points out that the

function of fat tissue is the storing of nutritive material in the form of neutral fat, plus the mechanical
function of padding between and supporting organs.

He

describes adipose tissue as an areolar or loose irregularly arranged connective tissue in which fat cells have
crowded out the other elements.

He points out that this

is the site of the formation of true fat cells which
occur singly or in groups especially along blood vessels,
each cell consisting of a large drop of neutral fat which
reduces the cytoplasm of the fibroblast to a thin membrane
in which lies a round flattened nucleus.

He adds however,

that droplets of neutral fat may occur in any cell of
connective tissue, but is not true fat tissue.

He be-
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lieves that any fibroblast may be transformed into a true
fat cell in adulthood as well as in early life, though
these cells never undergo mitosis and may lose their fat
to be retransformed into a fibroblast.

He says that fat

enters and leaves the cell in an invisible form. but in
inflammation, polyblasts may enter a fat cell and phagooytize its fat and remain within the cavity as densely
crowded polyhedral cells.

He points out that in those

places where fetal connective tissue will later become
fat, a rich network of capillaries always develops so
that fat tissue contains a good blood supply.

Smith

and Willius (109) state that a capillary is visible between nearly every two fat cells so that fat is a relatively active vascular organ.

Beall (13) states that

histologically fat has a good blood supply, each lobule

of one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter being supplied

b7 an arteriole which breaks into capillaries drained
usually by two veins.

He points out that there are at

liast three thousand such lobules per cubic inch of fat
tissue.

Love and Christie ( 67) in contradiction. state

that fat has a relatively poor blood supply. but seam
to be in the minority in view of what has been said a-

bove.
In spite of the rather uncertain mechanism of
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fat transportation and deposition in the body. the
manner of the actual oxidation of fat has been more
firmly established.

Bloor (20) states that the breaking

down of fatty acids at the beta position involving two
carbon atoms at a time is probable. because most fats
have been found to contain fatty acids with an even
number of carbon atoms.

He says the probability is

further inoreasei becauee fats may be built up from
carbohydrate through lactic acid, acetaldebyde. beta
hydroxy butyric aldehyde, and finally. by simultaneous
oxidation and reduction, to butyric acid.

It is also

well known that for the complete oxidation of fatty'
acids to carbon dioxide and water, the oxidation of
carbohydrate is essential so that actually as has been
said, "the fats burn in the fires of the carbohydrates".
DuBois (36) states that the oxidation of fat
alone yields 4.72 Calories for each liter of oxygen conSUJJled, but since fats consume correspondingly large
amounts of oxf'gen (72.5 Molecules of oxygen/molecule of
fat which gives off only 51 molecules of carbon dioxide) ,
the :respiratory quotient for fat is only 0.707, and
much of the oxygen is combined with hydrogen to form water
so that for every 806 gm. of tripalmitin. 882 gm. of
water are formed.

Hence he points out that the body ob-
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tains more water

from solid fat than from an equal

weight of pure water.

Wiley and .Newburgh (123) state

that fat holds water in the body to the extent of 10%
of its weight because this much is used when fat is
stored and will be liberated when it is katabolized.
Grafe (46) with respect to the fluid content of fat
itself, cites H. Bozenraad1 whose figures place the variation between 7-46%, and adds that it can be stated
only in general that increasing rates of fatty deposits lead to lowered fluid concentration in them a nd
vice versa.
The heat value of one gram of fat according
to M. Rubner2 cited by DuBois (36) is 9.3 Calories. who
states that Rubner proved that food oxidized in the body
gave off the same amount of heat a.s if it were burned

outside the body, and that all warm blooded animals gave
off the same amount of heat per unit of surface.
(46}

Grafe

adds that all the foodstuffs are represented in

nutrition in accordance with their caloric valuef whether
they are derived from the diet or from the substances of
the body, a fundamental conception expressed in M. Rubner's

261, 1901.

l. Deutsch. Arch. f. klin. Med., 103:120t 1911.
2. Ztschr. f. Biol., 42: (New Series 24:J
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well known isodynamic law, whom he cites. 1

Grafe says

that the different chemical construction of the foodstuffs results in different oxygen requirements for oxidation of each, which is expressed in calories so that
measurement of the heat production can readily be deduced
from it.

He gives 4.6 Calories for protein, 4.686 for

fat, and 6.05 for carbohydrate, as the heat value of one
liter of oxygen for each of these respectively, and indicates that these values are sufficiently close together
that the osygen calorimetric average per liter inspired
may be placed at 4.8 Calories for measuring the basic exchange

tor

all foodstUffs.

This means that the respira-

tory quotient must also be represented as an average figure for measuring the canbined metabolism of foodstuffs
by oxygen utilization with indirect calorimetry.
Von Noorden (117) points out that the total
daily heat production or metabolism consists of three
factors:

the basal metabolism {960 Cal./sq.m., for

adults), energy for work (840 Cal., of which 590 are lost
as heat because of the inefficiency of the human orgsnism). and surplus heat production {200 Cal., from the
reaction to intake of food due to work' of the liver.

1. Ztschr. Biol., 50:73, 1894.
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stomach, and intestines d•ring digestion).

Bernhardt

(16) states that Rubner later showed von Noorden's surplus heat to be specific dynamic action, and adds that
this phenomenon accounts for one-fourth of the total
metabolism.

Lusk (69) states that Rubner made an allow-

ance of 11.1-14.4% heat loss over and above the starvation minimum for this factor.

Grafe (46) allows 2-4%

for the specific dynamic action due to fats.

Lambie

(66) states that fat alone causes a rise of only 2.6%
of the caloric value of the food, and Wang and Strouse
(120) showed that the speo~ific dynamic action of fat
in normal individuals was least of all three foodstuffs.
Hence it appears that fat is the most economical of
foodstuffs in this respect.
DuBois (36) also states, as does Lambie (66),
that the total metabolism or heat productioh consists
of the basal metabolism, bodily activity, and influence
of food.

The former believes it safe to add from 5-6%

of the calories of the food to allow for the total
"cost of digestion".

He states that in computing the

total metabolism an additional 2% should be added to
account for small losses of food in the feces which he
states are not accounted for in Rubner's factors of
4.1 Cal. for protein and carbohydrate. and 9.3 Cal. for
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fat.

He states that during muscular exercise the body

uses the three foodstuffs in the same proportion when
this is moderate, but with increasing

severity~

carbo-

hydrate is used in greater proportion followed by increasing fat utilization when the for mer is

exh2'~usted.

Krogh and Lind.hard (65) show that on a carbohydrate
diet the R.Q. of normal persons is higher in the basal
or post-absorptive state, and prove that in muscular exercise the efficiency with carbohydrate intake is greater than with fat, though both . are oxidized.

Lambie (66)

allows from 1/3 to 1/2 of the basal caloric requirement
as sufficient to take care of the energy of activity.
Bernhardt (16) however, believes that following work there
is a compensatory depression of the basal metabolism even
in normal individuals where economy is necessary, so that
he would designate post-absorptive metabolism as "standard metabolism".

DuBois (Z6) also indicates thnt the

lowest or basal metabolism is never attained except during profound sleep or prolonged undernutrition. so that
the term is really a misnomer with the present method
of obtaining the basal metabolism 12-14 hours after the
last meal with the subject lying motionless, as is done in
nearly all laboratories.

Grafe (46) uses the term mini-

mal metabolism which he defines as "the intensity of oxi-
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dation, which is a normally well-nourished, healthy individual may not be decreased by any physiological means."
DuBois (36) states that measurement of the oxygen consumption is the best way to measure heat production indirectly, but unless the calories are reckoned from the
oxygen and R.Q. there may be as much as 2-4% error.

He

states that expression of the basal metabolism in terms
of surface area is most accurately based on the heightweight formula worked out by D. DuBois as follows:
Surface Area : Wt. 0 • 425 x Ht. 0 • 725 x 71.84
This is not the place for a discussion of the
various factors influencing the basal metabolism either
in health or disease, but it is hoped that the foregoing
enumeration of a few of the facts concerning the determination of the total metabolism will bridge the gap to
a discussion of the subject of obesity.

In the tran-

sition to a consideration of the definition of this disease, it may be mentioned that the normal nutritional
requirements of man as pointed out by Grafe {46) are
quoted as follows:
"Adult, fasting and at rest---1. Cal./h~./Kg.
Adult, confined to bed without metabolic dis-

t111rhanrur--1.2 Cal./hr./Kg.
Adult, with restricted activity

-------1.3-1.5 Cal./hr./Kg.n
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He also states that the optimum daily fat requirement
for humans has not been determined. but concludes from
the observations of other workers on rats fed no fate
except vitamin A,.that for such animals a fat minimum
does not exist at all. or at least at n very low level,
since they remained perfectly normal.

With regard to

the manufacture of lipoids within the organism Grafe (46)
states that the ability of the body to

synthesi~e

~

ohol-

esterin has been definitely established. but suggests
that others may possibly be formed likewise.

It has

been stated by others that in starvation, when all the
fat of the body is used, the animal dies, and that
approximately 2gm./Kg./day are necessary to preserve the
protein of the body.

THE MEANING ARD IMPORTANCE OF OBESITY

Definition and Standards
Obesity comes from the English root obese which
is derived from the Latin word obesus meaning "to devour".
Dorland (32) has defined it as "an excessive accumulation
of fat in the body", and distinguishes between a hyperplasmic type, which consists of an increase in the body
protoplasm only, and a hypoplasmio, which is characterized by a decrease in the body protoplasm in addition to
an increase in fat.

This seems to imply that obesity

may be either protoplasmic or adipose in nature so as to
include any condition of overweight, but that when fatty
in nature is associated with hypoplasia of the body protoplasm.

He lists corpulence and fatness as synonyms,

but in the present paper adiposity, stoutness, overweight, and overnutrition will also be used synonymous-

ly with obesity.
The definition of obesity, the disease, hns
been made still more confusing by the varied interpretation of the word "excessive'', which appears in the definitions of many investigators.
26

Hurry (55) and Lambie(66)
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among others, consider obesity as pathological when it
interfere with functional activity, the latter stating
that "what is excess depends on the point of view".

A

typical definition as stated by J .H. Meansl in Cecil• s
Textbook of Medicine is as follows:

"Obesity is a state

in which the amount of fat stored in the body is excessive•.: ·Other workers have attempted to qualify the word
"excessive" by designating the extent or degree of overweight.

MoLester (81} states that obesity is a condition

of the body in which the weight because of excessive storage of fat. is 10% or more above the normal standard weight
for age. sex. and height.
or lower percentages.

Other writers designate higher

Joslin. Dublin

and~Jlarks

(60) say

that the definition of obesity is at fault because the
standards of normal weight are basea on an increase of
weight with age, which they add is neither inevitable nor
physiologically sound.

Similarly~

.Axtell (7) indicates

that incr~ase with age is not normal or physiological,
and places the ideal weight of both sexes for age 30 at
136-160 pounds depending on the height.

McLester (80) on the other hand. states that
with age a slight increase in weight is physiological.

(.(rd Ed.)

1. Phil. and J.ondon, w.B. Saunders

co •• 1934.
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He further indicates (82) that at age 35 a gain of ten
pounds, and at age 50 a further gain of ten to twenty
pounds is to be expected because of its ccnstant occurrence.

He presents a convenient formula derived from life

insurance standards which approximately expresses such a
physiological gain;

normal wt.(Kg.) : Ht.(cm.) - 100.

Although weight gain in adults is assumed to
be normal in standard tables based on insurance statistics , Lambie ( 66), in support of Joslin ana. ot-hers. does
not believe these are the proper criteria from which to
judge normal weight.

He suggests that the various formu-

lae which have been advanced by others may be more reliable because age is not taken in to account.
those of T.R. Harrison1 as follows:
Males;

He cites

Normal Wt.(lbs.) : 110 lbs./5 ft. plus
5.5 lbs./additional in. of Ht.

Females; Normallwt.(ibs.): 100 lbs./5 ft. plus
5.0 lbs./additional in. of Ht.
Poulton (99) cites from M. Greenwood, E.M. Newbold, and

D.r.

Cripps another formula, which he states they derived
from M. Flack2 , for both sexes as follows:

l. Failure of the Circulation, p. 115, Baltimore. Williams and Wilkins co., 1935.
2. Biometrics, 14:316, 1922-2Z.

Normal Wt. (Kg.} : 0.408 x Ht. (om.) plus
o.693 x stem length {om.) plus 70.213.

Lambie (66) suggests that the normal range of variation
should

from 15-20% above the average. and prefers to
Actual Wt.
express significant overweight as a ratio of !deal wt. •
be

He indicates the normal quotient as l to 1.1; up to 1.26
as slight adiposity;

1.25 to 1.50 as medium adiposity;

and over 1.6 as marked adiposity.

He further states

that as a criterion of weight normality. body type or
configuration may prove superior to either tables or

formulae~ as suggested by N. Pende1 • whom he cites.

In

this connectiDn Dreyer {33) has considered body build
of adults up to fifty years without reference to age on
the basis of four measurements:

height. sitting or stem

length, chest girth, and vital capacity; each expressed
by

simple formulae in terms of the other and tabulated in

tables to eliminate calculation for the determination of
normal weights of each sex.

In the opinion of Du.Bray (37)

this method is superior to other standards, but the 1926
Report of the Committee on Dreyer Measurements in Relation
to Life Insurance Underwriting Practice for the Association of Life Insurance Medical Directors (106) revealed

1. Constitutional Inadequacies. Phil •• 1928.

that Dreyer' a standards as applied to insurance

sub~ects

were inaccurate in differaatiating normal from abnormal,
and were pointed out as unsafe criteria for judging overweight risks because many of his normals were distinctly
abnormal according to insurance standards.
In addition to the weight factor, the great
confusion which exists in etiologic classifications of
the many types of obesity, only adds to the difficulties
of constructing a proper definition of the disease.
ity has also been considered from a

Obes-

qualitative stand-

point, as indicated by Rony (104) who believes that it
may exist without overweight because of restricted diet
which he desiginates as "masked" obesity and explains
as an inherent owese tendency which will become manifest
whenever dietary restriction is removed.

He also describes

a npseudo"-obesity due to overfeeding and limitation of
exercise, which is false only in the sense that if left
to follow his own urges, the patient would soon return to
normal weight.

Kisch (62) describes another kind of pseu-

do-obesity in patients with an enlarged abdomen, due entirely to a sympathetiootonic inhibition of the movements
of the bowels.

Poulton (99) has distinguished between

the proportion of protoplasm and adipose tissue in considering the severity of the adiposity.

Grafe (46) also

---

-------------------
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leans toward the consideration of a relative type of
obesity.

states that all cases of overnutrition

He

cannot be considered ae obesity and that it is not synonymous with overweight because it represents a functional disturbance characterized by superfluous fat deposits.

He

points out that it does not matter whether

the surplus weight is great or small and cites

c.

von

Noorden1 as having reported a type of relative obesity
which is not accompanied by striking surplus weight.
A~ertin and

cour-8.iaT ( 6) consider wt. - Ht. (metric) as

an obesity index.
From the foregoing it may seem that obesity
should be defined with an emphasis placed on an increase
in the percentage or relative amount of fat in the body,
but practically, the total body weight is the only feasible clinical means of determining its presence.

For

this reason it seems best to use overweight synonymously
with o-esity.

Grafe {46) indicates that although obes-

ity passes as a metabolic disease. it is actually a disease of overnutrition as will be more apparent from the
discussion of the etiology in the following chapter.

1910.

1. Die Fettsucht, Vienna and Ieipzig, Holder,
(2nd Ed.}
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History and Incidence
The history of obesity is so vuluminous that
space does not permit more than a few passing remarks
before discussing the more modern, though perhaps none
the more important considerations of the subject.

Elsom

(39) states that over indulgence in eating dates back
to the taking of the forbidden fruit in the Garden of
Eden.

Riely (103) also says that obesity is one of the

commonest and oldest ailments to which human flesh is
heir.

He adds that Henry VIII became very fat and gouty

as did also Charles

V

of Spain, and that Catherine the

Great of Russia had to be carried around in a wheel chair
because she was too fat to walk.
William Wadd (118) in his book published in 1816,
gave an account of all conspicious fat persons from the
earliest period.

In addition he stated that Hippocrates,

who Adams (1) believes was a contemporary of Socrates
and lived the latter part of the fifth century A.a. (460370 B.C.), spoke of certain inhabitants of the banks of
the river Phasis whose bodies were so corpulent that the
Joints of their limbs were not visible, and cited this as
evidence of the antiquity of cases of obesity.

He further

quoted Hippocrates as saying, "that those who are uncommonly fat die more quickly than the lean".

To quote Wadd him-
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self, he stated that corpulency "when excessive is not
only burdensome, but becomes a disease, disposes to other
diseases, and to sudden death".

Von Noorden (117) stated

that even before the time of Oertel, whose Handbook was
printed at Ieipzig in 18841 , the dangers of obesity in
heart disorders wete clearly recognized, and pointed out
that no one stated such dangers so emphatically as he.
Von Noorden added that no other writer so forcibly described the great advantages accruing to heart cases so
complicated, from therapeutic measures directed toward a
reduction of excessive fat, and further indicated that
before Oertel 1 s day clinicians thought reduction cures
harmful in heart disease because they believed it was
weakening to the organism.
Wadd {118) indicated that even Hippocrates laid
much stress and wrote largely upon diet, and that Herodicus was the first to apply exercise for the removal of
disease and the preservation of health.

w.add himself

stated that rigid abstemiousness and constant .attention
to diet and exercise are required to combat corpulence.
This rather superficial sketch of the earlier
l. Listed under Obesity in Vol. X of the Index
Catalogue of the library of the Surgeon-General's Office,
Washington, n.c., Series 1, 1889.
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history of the problems of overnutrition serves to emphasize the persistence of this condition down through
the ages.

The more recent advances toward an under-

standing of the problem should be indicated by enumerating some of the outstanding workers of the nineteenth
century.

McCollum (79) states that Bidder and Schmidt

first noted the phenomenon of the specific dynamic action of foods in 1852.

Lusk (70) stated that Nathan

Zuntz (1847-1920) contributed the first portable apparatus for determining respiratory exchange in man, which
was carried to the bedside for the study of disease by
Magnus-Levy in 1893.

Lusk stated that Max Rubner (1854-

1932), the most eminent of Voit 1 s pupils, found in 188584, that carbohydrate and fat were interchangeable in
nutrition and that 100 Calories of one was the nutritive
equivalent of the other, and indicated that this isodynamic law of Rubner was valid except for specific dynamic
action.
Other important contributors are listed by
Garrison (44) as follows:

Carl von Noorden (1895-1911)

on dietetics in disorders of metabolism;

Graham Lusk

(1898-1915) who discovered that specific dynamic action
of protein was due to a stimulative effect of certain
amino acids;

Atwater and langworthy, on the balance of

C7

nutrition in 1898;

R.H. Chittenden, on the minimum

nutritive requirement of the body in relation to capacity fQr work and nitrogenous equilibrium in 1904;
F.G. Benedict, on the influence of inanition of metabolism in 1907;

and Delafield DuBois, who gave the

formula for calculating the surface area in 1915, to
which the metabolism of individuals between 20 and 50
years of age is proportional, the normal average basal
metabolism for both sexes being 39.7 Cal./sq. meter/hr.
The vast number of contributors in the field
of

nutr~tion

makes it impossible to mention more than a

few at this point, but it is hoped that none of the
more important investigators will be omitted in the succeeding pages of this paper.

For a more canplete review

of this phase of the history the reader is referred to
l

"A History of Metabolism" by G. Lusk •
Statistics and Significance
In emphasizing the relation which obesity bears
to other diseases it is appropriate to begin by quoting
von Noorden (117) who stated that,
"Generally speaking, we are more often confront-

1. Endocrinology and Metabolism (l.F. Barker,
Editor), New York, D. Appleton & Co., 1922. (Vol. III)
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ed with the necessity of combating obesity for the
sake of influencing the course of complicating diseases than of treating obesity for its own sake".
Riely {103) adds that o·besi ty in a degree worthy of comment ·has for some time been appreciated by physicians
as a menace to continued heal th, and always leaves a
trail of unfortunate complications.

Bulmer (26) states

that degenerating disease of a fatal nature in the heart,
kidney, ani liver are 2 1/4 times more common in the
obese than in normals and 3 3/6 commoner than in underweights.
Although insurance tables consider obesity more
or less synonymous with overweight, their statistics
provide the best evidence there is that the disease not
only decreases length of life, but predisposes to the
degenerative diseases.

The j_ssociation of Iife Insur-

ance Medical Directors of America (43) ia 2n Interpretation of Some of the Results of the Medico-Actuarial
~ortality

Investigation, Vol. II, advance proof that

there is a heavy mortality among men distinctly overweight whether the abdominal girth is large or not, and
that mortality increases with increasing percentage of
overweight.

Emerson and Manny (40) in a study of the
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same report 1 , which they state includes males from ages
20-62, find that in the early twenties mortality increases 1%/lb. below average weight for height, while in ages
above 35 the mortality increases 1%/lb. above average
weight for height.
Dublin and Lotta (34) indicate that although
applicants for insurance cannot be taken as representative of the general population, they do furnish in their
way a sample of that section of the population comprised
within the usual occupationally productive ages.

They

cite the records of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company2 of 60,000 applicants for standard life insurance
during 1931, which they state revealed that out of a total of 9% having medical impairments that made them ineligible for acceptance at standard premiums, 2.7% of the
total were rejected because of overweight.

Heart disease

comprised 1.28% and hypertension 0.58%, which were next
highest in frequency of those listed.
The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company (85)
states that taking the death rate of the normal weight
group as 100%, it is noted that overweights as a whole

I.Report of the Medico-Actuarial Investigation
of 1912 for the period 1885-1908. (Vol.II)
2. Medical Impairments and Mortality. 1933.
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have a mortality from complicating diseases as follows:
diabetes 257%;

nephritis 172%;

cerebral hemorrhage 157%;
cancer 111%.

arterial disease 166%;

heart disease 151%;

and

This same canpany also finds appreciable

excesses in death rates among overweights from angina
pectoris, influenza, paralysis, appendicitis, cirrhosis
of the liver, and typhoid.
Dublin and Marks (35) state that it has long
been known that obese are predisposed to the degenerative
diseases, and that although at younger ages it is a distinct advantage to weigh a little more than average
weight, after 35 years of age persons of normal or less
weight outlive their adipose fellows.

They state that the

examination of the records of the Union Central Life Insurance Company of 192,304 males 20 years of age or over
insured from

1887-1~08,

revealed that body build as rep-

resented by weight, when excessive, is a distinct disadvantage which increases with increasing age as well as
with increasing weight.

They suggest that the extra body

bulk taxes t.he vital organs, putting a burden of work particularly on the heart, the kidneys, and the blood vessels.
From this evidence it is apparent that obesity
is deserving of careful consideration by all who expect
to practice medicine.

ETIOLOGY AND ITS FACTORS
Classification
It ie obvious that unless some satisf aotory clinical classification of types of obesity can be adopted, a
division of the various kinds encountered depends on a
clear understanding of their causes.

Grafe (46) states

that except for a small percentage of typical sharply defined forms, the outward manifestations or localization
of the adiposity cannot be used to define the origin of
the disease.

Since a clinical classification may not

correspond to an etiological division, the difficulties
of ascertaining the origin of obesity are apparent.

Al-

though a knowledge of the genesis would appear to be of
1utmost importance in the treatment of this disease, there
are many including Campbell (27), Dunlop and Lyon (38),
Wilson {125), and others, who believe that any case of
obesity regardless of type will respond to dietary treatment alone.

On the other hand, McLester {81) states that

certain types, especially the endocrine, do not respond
to diet and Riely {103) considers that the exogenous obese have a uniform distribution of fat, whereas the en41
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dogenous do not and thus seems to favor a clinical consideration of classification.

This would seem to dis-

pel the necessity for an etiological classification of
the disease.and Gurney

(48)

suggests that the clinical

classification is less confusing than the etiological,
although he adds that both are difficult.

Barr (11)

on the other hand, states that the distribution of the
fat no longer furnishes a sure means of classifying endocrine obesities clinically because the same girdle
type of distribution is found in

~ither

pituitary or hy-

pothalamic lesions.
Lambie

(66)

states that the physician is call-

ed upon to treat obesity as a disfigurement, as a disease,
and as a symptom of other diseases, while Master and
Oppenheimer (76) consider that obesity should no longer
be rergarded as a symptoiQ, but rather as a disease.
It is interesting to note the simple classifi-

cation of Dearborn (31) who says that "some are born fat,
some achieve fatness,

and

some have fatness thrust upon

them", and that of Ebstein, cited by Mclester (81), who
divides obesity clinically into "those who inspire envy,
those who occasion laughter, and those calling forth sympathy".
It is apparent from what has been said concern-
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ing the definition of the disease that the weight is the
essential factor in determining the presence of obesity
clinically, and no attempt is made in the following etiological discussion to indicate the amount or severity of
the condition encountered in the various types.

A quali-

tative as well as a relative type of obesity has already
been discussed, which exists as a sort of "occult" obesity and which would be rarely recognized clinically unless symptoms referable to an abnormal percentage of fat
in the body suggested it.

In addition Molester (82) di-

vided obesity into a plethoric and an anemic type of obesity, the former seen in ruddy canplexioned males of
hearty demeanor having high red blood cell coa.nts and hemoglobin, whereas the latter occurs mainly in females of
sedentary habits and pasty complexion with an anemic blood
picture.

Although it may be concluded that the distri-

bution of the fat may not furnish the correct criterion
of its origin, from what has been said above, its characteristics may prove useful if only as a hint to the clinician.

And since it is obviously not feasible to attempt

an arbitrary classification, the writer will undertake
only a discussion of the pathogenesis of the various types
which have appeared in the literature.

r
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Exogenous versus Endogenous
In commencing a consideration of the causes of
obesity it is important to emphasize that regardless of
its exact genesis, this disease is always the result of
a positive energy balance.

Grafe (46) indicates that o-

besity is always due to overfeeding, where overfeeding
stands for an excess of nutritional calories above the
amount actually required.

He adds, however, that over-

feeding does not always produce obesity, but that when
it is evident that this is the most important factor conearned, such cases may be labeled as exogenous.

Most

authors including DuBray (37) and Gau_ss (45), describe
exogenous obesity as that resulting from excessive intake or decreased output or both, and stress the purely
environmental nature of this type.

Mclester (81} desig-

nates this as an alimentary or indolence type. but also
suggests an hereditary or familial tendency of this group
toward good appetite, digestion. and phlegmatic temperament.

Lambie (66) designates the exogenous group as nu-

tritional or acquired, leaving out heredity as a factor.
DuBois (36) on the other hand, states that the exogenous
obesity is not strictly exogenous because greediness and
laziness are certainly inherent bodily traits.

He adds

that neither is the use of the word "simple" adequate to
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describe exogenous obesity, as this type is often difficult to cure.

Newburgh and his cowDrkers (89,90) however,

consider that obesity is always caused by an over abundant inflow of energy which arises from either human weakness including over indulgence and ignorance, or conditions
which cause lessened activity or a lowering of the basal
metabolic rate.

They believe that there is-no specific

metabolic abnormality in obesity and therefore all cases
are "simple" in the sense that they result from either
excessi~e

intake or decreased output.

They also seem

ther~

fore to include an hereditary factor in exogenous obesity.
Silver and Bauer (107) on the other hand, outline the insufficiences of the "balance" theory of obes1 ty which , they state, presupposes a primary increase in
appetite or primary decrease in energy output, and stress
the congenital or hereditary nature of the obese state
as of prime etiologic importance.

Dublin and Marks (35)

stress that weight is a canponent of two forces:

congeni-

tal or hereditary skeletal structure which is fixBd at
maturity and determines the weight, and peculiarity in the
dietary and habits of the individual which are subject to
control;

and are of the opinion tbat by far the more im-

portant factor is that of inherited body structure.

Wil-
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son (125) states that whether obe~ity is to be explained on the basis of energy intake alone or energy intake plus endocrine gland disturbances, is not
entirely settled, but indicates that the preponderance
of evidence points toward the latter.

Rony (104) points

out that human obesity is basically endogenous, but that
a disturbance in the internal fat regulating mechanism
may be aggravated by exogenous factors, and that heredity may set the level of sensitivity for such a regulatory center.

In spite of the many interpretations con-

cerning the basic cause of obesity which have been indicated by the foregoing, it seems sensible to consider
that obesity is never purely exogenous or entirely endogenous in nature, but it is permissable to use the former term to designate those cases in which environmental
influences predominate.
Exogenous
Under the exogenous type of obesity, appetite
and exercise are the principal considerations.

DuBois

(36) considers that the former is governed by the muscular activity of thcp7eceding twenty-four hours.

He al-

so states that the extra food taken in excess of the requirement of the depleted store-houses of the body produces a rise in metabolism because of its specific dy-
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namic action so that the excess is burned, but if well
nourished the individual becomes more energetic so that
stored excess fat will also be burned.

He adds that

when the appetite does not meet the demands the stored
fat will be called upon also, and when the intake remains insufficient the specific dynamic action will be
reduced and a gradual lowering of the basal metabolism
will result fran the undernutrition.

He believes further

that this sub-caloric intake may stimulate the appetite
so that a fairly constant level of fat storage is maintained, this habitual level possibl~ governing the eating habits of the individual.

Mclester (80) also be-

lieves in some sort of a regulatory apparatus which
keeps normal persons at a fixed weight, despite excesses
in the diet or the exercise, the desire for either of
which being kept at a balance.

Grafe (46) regards the

gauge of this fine adjustment as the appetite and the
feeling Of satiety although he adds that the mechanism
of this control is by no means clear.
sser and H. Braeuning

l

He cites E. Nei-

who present the idea that per-

sons with large abdomens have less of a feeling of satiety due to the fact that the feeling of fulness which is

1. Munohen. med. Wchnschr., p.1955, 1911.

caused by intragastric pressure, does not make itself
felt as soon or as strongly as in normal individuals.
Harrop (50) states that the sensation of satisfaction
of fulness is dependent on satiety of the food which
property depends on its fat content and therefore regards a milk and banana diet as an ideal reduction regime.

He recommends 6 large bananas, 1000 cc. of

skimmed milk divided into 3 meals daily with a fluid
intake of 6 large glasses of water which he believes
does not interfere with nitrogen balance for two weeks.
McLester {80) indicates that carbohydrate also has a
high satiety value, a fair amount of which, Harrop says,
is also present in banana.
Booth and Strang (21) advance evidence to indicate that satiety depends on an increased temperature
of the skin which they find is lower in obese than in
normals after ingestion of food.

Grafe (46) points out

that some regard the mechanism as a central nervous influence from the effect of either impulses from the digestive organs, or a lowered concentration of foodstuffs
in the blood upon certain brain centers. DuBois (36)
states that it is not necessary to assume an interference of the ductless glands in the weight regulating
mechanism of average individuals involving familiar pro-
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cesses.

Others regard that there are definite inborn

tendencies which govern the appetite, whereas some re.
gard habit as the important factor in satiety.

The

question arises as to why some individuals on the same
intake and exposed to the same environmental factors become obese, while others do not.
Constitutional
Strouse and Dye (112) conclude from their own
observations as well as from cases reported by German
writers, that certain types of obese maintain weight on
a diet below the normal intake required to maintain a
caloric balance.

MoLester (80) presumes this so-called

constitutional obesity of' Strouse to result, fran an error
in metabolism, the consideration of which will. ~e discussed.
Basal Metabolism
In regard to the basal metabolism in obesity
Strouse and his coworkers (113) in a review of the earlier literature, also point out that obesity uncomplicated
by

...

endocrine disorder, which had previously been shown

to have a variance in the basal metabolism by various
workers, is erroneous when redalculated from the DuBois
scale of canputing body surface.

They conclude from an

examination of 61 subjects that neither excess under-
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weight or overweight is associated with a constant
change in basal metabolism, and that obesity can not n
be caused

by

changes in it.

Means (84) concludes from

calorimetric measurement of oxygen that the majority
of obese subjects however extreme, show no alteration
in the basal metabolism expressed in terms of surface
area, and that in cases where occasional slight reduction occurs there is also clinical evidence of disturbed
internal secretion.

Preble (100) also observes that

the basal metabolic rate is within normal limits in
1000 cases of obesity, which were 10 or more pounds overweight.
Bernhardt (16) on the contrary, advances evidence to show that, although 66% of 100 mixed oases of
obesity had basal metabolic rates within norm.al limits
and showed the same or greater increase in metabolism
during work as normals, these who gain weight on a basic
caloric intake are found to have a basal metabolism below that obtained in the morning. espe•ially following
muscular work or during slaep.

He finds that these

"negative phases" are of varying length and degree. but
are sufficient to indicate that the usual morning basal
metabolic rate obtained does not represent the whole day's
metabolism.
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Rony (104) however, points out that the basal
metabolism is an unimportant factor in obesity since in
comparison to normals, obese subjects have a greater
surface area and hence a greater basal metabolic rate.
He suggests the use of a Basal Metabolic Ratio, expressed as a per cent deviation f:rom the normal basal metabolism of an individual with average normal weight of the
same age, sex,and height.

He states that this Ratio av-

erages a 30% increase per 100 pounds body weight in obese
subjects, whereas the ratio is low or minus in lean persons.

He adds that the reason obese persons have a rela-

tively higher Ratio is because of the preponderance of
inactive tissue or fat imposed on the basic tissues, plus
the increased work of the heart and respiratory muscles,
plus lowering of the "luxus consumption" from prolonged
overfeeding and exceptionally, plus hyperthyroidism.

He

uses this high ratio in obese cases to contraoiot Bernhard' a "negative phase" in which he states the cases exhibiting this phenomenon had abnormally high basal metabolic rates and also points out that sane of the series
had no negative phase.
Grafe (46) however, critieizes Rony' findings
of frequent rises in the basal metabolism of obese, and
reports that in his own series all cases showing a rise
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were complicated by other diseases and doubts if it
can ever occur in uncomplicated obesity.

He adds that

e•en though occasional decreased metabolic rates (only
2.7% in his series) occur in obesity, the basal metabolism cannot be used to solve the problem of endogenous
obesity since this lowering occurs in other diseases.
Lambie (66) suggests that although the basal
metabolic rate is normal in obesity, this may actually
mean an increase with respect to the active tissues
since most of the body bulk or fat is inert tissue.

It

is also suggested by Axtell (7) that although the surface area in obesity is greater than in corresponding
normal weights, it is less in proportion to the total
body weight than in lean persons.

This fact would sug-

gest that the greater the obesity, the lower beco·mea the
basal metabolism in proportion to the amount of bulk necessary to diminish.

Also the point that the active tis-

sues have an increased metabolism in obesity, suggests
I

the opposite necessity of increasing the body bul• to
enlarge the surface area and so increase the energy out-

I

I

1~

put to favor destruction of the inactive tissue or fat.
It may at least be concluded that the so-called basal
metabolism is usually not changed in uncomplicated obesi

ty.
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Metabolic Influence of Food
Another consideration in the energy "balance"
theory of obesity is that of the influence of food upon
metabolism.

Since the discovery of the phenomenon of

specific dynamic action, many theories have been adva.nced to explain it, but ·that of G. Lusk ( 68) wl.ich regards
it as the result of amino-acid stimulation of the body,
cells, is as good as any.

Grafe (46) regards M. Rubner's

1

theory of nitrogen retention as fallacious, but states
that Rubner and others early showed the effect of both
specific dynamic action, and a_ secondary effect designated as surplus heat formation by Rubner and luxury
consumption by others, resulting fran overnutrition with
proteins.

Lusk (69) has termed luxury consumption the

secondary dynamic effect.

Grafe (46) is the chief expon-

ent of this theory of "Iuxus Konsumption" and he and his
coworkers have shown that the specific dynamic affect is
actually increased by overfeeding with carbohydrate as
well, so that this phenomenon he adds, may be used to explain why some people do not gain weight in the faoe of
overnutrition with a variety of foodstuffs.

He explains

it on the basis of superimposed daily oxidative increases,
1. Gesetze des Energiaverbrauchs, Vienna, Deuticke, 1902.
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and regards it as an adaptation to overnutrition the
same as occurs in the opposite direction with fasting
or undernutrition.

Grafe states that he and E. Eck-

stein1 have found that lu:x:us consumption does not
occur in an animal after thyroidectomy and suggests
from this evidence that the thyroid acts as a canpensatory gland which not only prevents obesity when functioning normally, but may explain the basis for lack
of obesity in all cases of gonadectomy, an observation
made by Bernhardt (16·).

Grafe (46) suggests that this

conception of a compensatory activity of the thyroid
forms the bridge to an understanding of endocrine obesity wherein failure of the glands of internal secretion
permits obesity to develop without increase:d intake because of lowered or absent lu:x:us consumption.

Wiley

and Newburgh (124) advance evidence to cast a doubt upon
the theory of "Lux.us Konsumption".

From the study of a

very thin subject in whom the basal metabolism and total
transformation of energy was recorded while on a maintainance diet of 3000 calories and a hypernutritive diet
of 6000 calories, they find that the overfeeding results
in an increment in the metabolism which can be entirely
1. ztschr. f. phys. Chem •• 109:125, 1919.

r~~
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accounted for

by

specific dynamic action alone after de-

ducting that produced b¥ the increase in body surface
resulting from the increase in weight.

Grafe (46) how-

ever, criticizes their results because the specific

dJ-

namic effect was not measured, and because the subject
gained weight, indicates the probability that the case
was one of those who did not have the capacity to react
to increased food intake by· an increase in oxidation,
many of which he states he has observed.
In regard to specific dynamic action in obes-

ity, Wang
mal

and

and

Strouse (120), from a study of obese, nor-

thin individuals fed separate protein, car§ohy-

drate, and fat meals, find that the obese react less to
all three foodstuffs than either thin or normal subjects,
and observe that the greatest depression occurs following
protein.

Bernhardt (16) and Grafe (46) both observe a

lowered specific dynamic action in obesity, the former
believing however, that its effect on the total metabolism is not sufficient to account for the (Jl)ndition and
finds it entirely absent in hypogonadism, while the
latter considers it a possible cause, especially in the
!~
!

'

constitutional type where he finds it to occur more frequently than in the purely exogenous form, and suggests
that tauter•s few contradictory cases were canplicated
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by other disease.

DuBois (36} states that a great

many obese patients studied in America have shown nothing unusual in their specific dynamic action.

It appears

that neither lowering of the basal metabolism, nor
either lowered primary or secondary specific dynamic
action of food may be

use~

to explain many cases of so-

called constitutional obesity.
Muscular Activity and Metabolism
In regard to muscular activity it has been
mentioned that Bernhardt (16) could find no decrease
in the metabolism in obese compared with normals during muscular activity, but did suggest a compensatory
after-effect designated as the ''negative phase" which
might indicate a greater economy of energy in obesity.
DuBois (36) however, cites studies of Wang, Strouse,
Smith, and Morton1 and states that they were unable to
demonstrate any evidence of a "negative phase", and
furthermore that rather their results indicate a decreased efficiency in obese subjects during work.

This

conflicts with the studies of Gassler; cited by both Du
Bois and Grafe (46), in which the latter states he found

1. Wang, Strouse and Morton, Arch. Int. Med.,
45:727, 19301 Wang, Strouse and Smith, Arch. Int. Med.,
45:1004, 1930; Ibid, 46:40, 19~0.
2. Deutsch. Arch. f. klin. Med., 157:36, 1927.
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less energy expended by obese during wark than in normal weight subjects of the same age and height.

Du.Bois

{36) is of the opinion tbat the present evidence points
to a decrease of efficiency in obese subjects, but admits that an abnormal lowering of the metabolism in the
obese during sleep is possible.
Newburgh and his coworkers (89, 91, 93) have
taken a forward step in the problem of determining the
influence of activity on the total daily metabolism, by
measuring

the insensible loss of weight from which eom-

putation of the total metabolism is possible.

They (93}

indicate that the insensible loss of weight is equal to
the insensible water or perspiration, plus the carbon
dioxide expired minus the oxygen inspired, which represents approximately 24fe of the total heat production,
and more recently (91), probably nearer 25%.

They

state that the water vapor accounts for the greater part
or all of the insensible weight loss and that for every
gram of the former lost, 1.58 Cal. is removed.

The in-

sensible water loss is measured by correcting for changes

...

in the body weight from the following formula:
wt. : (initial body

wt.

plus urine plus stool).

Loss of

plus ingesta)- {final body wt.
They derive the carbon dioxide

and oxygen values from the known dietary constituents(93).
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They indicate the convenience of using such a measure
of the metabolism with which the activity of the patient
need not be restricted, but at the present time they have
not directly applied it to !DllScular activity influence
in obesity.
Anomalous Metabolism
Other workers attempt to explain obesity on
the basis of a peculiarity in the handling of the products ingested for metabolism.

Hagedorn, Holten, and

Johansen (49} believe that obesity is due to a disturbance in the regulation of the combustive processes in
the organism, analogous to the anomaly occuring in diabetes mellitus.

They think that, since Krogh and Iind-

hard find a high respiratory quotient in post-absorptive
normals on a carbohydrate diet, obese patients might show
a low respiratory quotient in the post-absorptive state
because of rapid transformation of carbohydrate to fat.
rheir results on 30 obese fed a high carbohydrate diet
lead them to conclude that the mean R.Q. in obese is lower than in normals, indicating an abnormally increased
transformation of carbohydrate to fat.

This is essenti-

ally what Wang and Strouse (121) find when obese, normal,
and thin subjecta are fed large meals of each of the three
foodstuffs.

They conclude that obese subjects derive less
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energy from fat than either normal or thin subjects
soon after meals, which explains their tendency to
fat storage because mainly carbohydrate is being metabolized for storage as fat at that time.
In connection with studies of the respiratory
quotient used to determine the partition of foodstuffs
'

in obesity, Krantz and Means (63, 64) find that .ej)inephrine as a metabolic st:imulent produces a definitely lower rise in the R.Q. of obese as eompared

with normals,

and conclude that obese individuals have less glycogen
and more fat available for metabolism, the most readJ:ly
available foodstuff being oxidized under such ci•cwnstances, which they add, is fat in the case of obese subjects.

!yon, Dunlop, and Stewart (71) in a series of 34

'Observa~ions

of the respiratory quotient of obese sub-

jects fed on sub-caloric diets with reduced carbohydrate,
find evidence to conclude that in the undernourished obese
subjects, fat is oonverted to carbohydrate, but add that
under normal conditions the normal metabolism does not
necessarily take place in this Waf', a fact previously
noted from the work of Stewart, Gaddie, and Dunlop, in
the chapter concerning normal fat.

DuBois (36) states

that the findings of Lyon and his coworkers (71) are
difficult to account for if tusk's modification of the
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old Zuntz and Schum.burg table is correct, since they
observe a decrease in the R.Q. after an addition of
carbohydrate.
McClelland, Spencer, Falk, and DuBois {78)
find a higher threshold of ketosis in an obese subject
as compared to normals, all being fed on a relatively
high ketogenic diet, and assume from this that obese have
greater efficiency in the utilization of fat.

Hetenyi

{52) finds a marked drop in the blood fat level to below
normal in undernourished obese subjects which also showed a decreased alimentary hyperlipemia.

He interprets

these results to mean that mobilization of fat from the
fat depots, is impaired, while these same depots have a
markedly increased ability to store circulating fat in
obesity.

He suggests that it may be a "depot" disease

though admits this is not the final solution.

Rony and

Levey (105) find that the average fatty acid content of
the blood ,,is s anewhat higher in the obese, but after the
administration of one pint of 20% cream observe that
this level is either decreased or increased.
From the foregoing it Sh-Ould be evident th~~,
aince the R.Q. is greatest with oxidation of carbohydrate and least with fat, protein occupying an intermediate position, interpretation of this quotient with
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regard to the principal foodstuff being oxidized is extremely misleading, since it represents the sum total
of oxidative processes in the organism as measured from
the respiratory intake and output.

As Krogh and lind-

hard (65) suggest, it is .quite possible that fat may be
deposited in one part of the

body while it is being

mobilized for combustion from another, which would indicate that little definite knowledge regarding the
intermediary interconversion of foodstuffs is to be obtained from studies of the R.Q. alone.

The ketogenic

studies have the same defect since the threshold of the
appearance of ketone bodies in the urine is usually
designated by an R.Q. of below 0.76.

Hence, although

there is some evidence to indicate that a few obese individuals may have some metabolic anomaly to explain
their tendency to excessively store and economize the
burning of fat, it is too controversial to be conclusive.

Bernhardt (16) suggests using the R.Q. as a prog-

nostic sign.

He states that a low R.Q. gives good prog-

nosis whereas if high, a bad prognosis is indicated.
Water Ba.lance
In attempting to explain the failure of certain of the cases of obesity to lose weight on a subcaloric intake, Bewburgh and his coworkers(90, 92, 123)

r'
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are opposed to the conception of a metabolic disturbanoe in obesity and explain the discrepancies

betwe~n

the expected weight loss and the actual loss or gain
on the basis of water retention.

They compute the

actual expected loss of body tissue by comparing the
total energy and nitrogen output with the energy value
of the diet.

They determine the water balance by con-

sidering all the excretory water (urine, stool, and insen~ible

perspiration} against the ingested liquids.

water in the food. water of oxidation, and preformed
water.

They determine the insensible water loss as was

shown above (93).

The water of oxidation is determined

from the composition of the metabolic mixture ingested,
and the preformed water from the amount reauired in
storage, ie., the amount left behind when tissue is katabolized.

Newburgh (89) states their results complete-

ly account for an absence of weight loss in underfed subjects because of the instability of the water content of
the body, and adds that this explodes the main support
for the hypothesis that obesity is caused by internal
disease.

...

He and lashmet (92) conclude that gain or re-

tention of weight on a restricted caloric intake means
water retention and applies to normal as well as obese
persons •.
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Bartels and Blum (12) however, from a study
of obese, normals, and underweights suajected to Volhard dilution tests, concluded that underweights had
more marked waier retention than the non-dieting obese
subjects and the latter had a more sustained urinary
output than normals and did not retain fluids well. This
does not conflict with Newburgh' a findings, but simply
contributes the idea that normals show more retention
than the obese who are not on a diet.

They suggest that

since the latter do not retain fluids well, it might be
better to force fluids in obesity for psychogenic reasons.

In addition to the storage water required, which

amounts to an extent of 10% of its weight in the case
of fat as pointed out previously by Newburgh, Grafe (46)
states that fat tissue absorbs water like a sponge, which
he adds is not to be confused with edema, and emphasizes
the importance of considering this fact in judging total
body weight.

He dois not state whether or not water re-

tention can explain all oases of constitutional obesity
as Newburgh contends.

Campbell (27) points out that

d~

pot protein is a colloid capable of retaining water in
i ...
f

varying amounts according to the amount of accompanying
salts and the acid-base balance so advises a moderate
restriction of protein in reduction diets.
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It has been indicated that the basal metabolism, metabolic reaction to food, energy economy, and
a metabolic anomaly cannot be used to explain certain
cases of so-called cons.ti tutional obesity.

DuBois (36)

says "we must conclude that constitutional obesity is
accompanied by no abnormality of metabolism striking
enough to be demonstrated

b~o

our present methods" and

adds that it seems to be in many cases an hereditary
disease.
Endogenous
Before considering the hereditary factor, it
might properly be argued that constitutional obesity also belongs with this group in as much as internal metabolic derangement has been considered in the preceding
discussion.

As was pointed out at the beginning of this

chapter, the separation of all etiologic factors into
two separate groups is impossible, so that much that
appears in the foregoing as well as what follows may have
certain characteristics which suggest a different interpretation of their classification.
Heredity
It has already been intimated that we cannot
disregard the operation of an hereditary factor in any
of the various types of obesity.

Although the general

r
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concept that obese persons are of a phlegmatic disposition is prevalent, Dunlop and Lyon (38), in a study of
523 cases of obesity find that only 10.4% were of phlegmatic temperament, whereas 59.7% were of an excitable
disposition.

They also find that 69.2% of the cases

gave an hereditary history of overweight fathers or
mothers.

They find only

a.2%

of the cases with an en-

docrine (endogenous) disturbance, whereas purely dietetic cases amount to 37.2%.

The remaining 53.6% of cases

were mixed, with both exogenous and endogenous factors
present.

Of the entire group it is significant that 45%

were excessive carbohydrate eaters which has been frequently pointed out as a factor in obesity.

In as much

as excessive carbohydrate intake has been considered as
a factor in many cases of exogenous obesity. it is pertinent to mention at this point that Ogilivie (94) has
pointed out Bhat it is difficult to tell whether the hyperinsulinism which increases hunger, or the dietary
habit which increases the demand for more insulin is primary.
To return to the hereditary aspect of etiology,
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company (86) indicates
from a study of the parents of 294 overweight employees
that 50% of them were overweight, and in 25)~ both pa.rents

were overweight.

Gurney (48) points out from the work

of C.B. Davenportlthat body build follows the laws of
Mendelian inheritance in which there are three gametic
factors, one corresponding to dystrophy of the thyroid,
one to dystrophy of the pituitary, and one which may be
a metabolic factor affecting the actual metabolism of
the cells themselves.

He believes this hereditary fac-

tor may explain why the onset of obesity is manifest in
one among many exposed to the same environment.

Fran

his personal study of 75 females, 15 or more pounds overweight, he concludes that pregnancy or a major operation
is the most common factor associated with the onset of
obesity in 63 of the patients, an1 that the incidence of
parental obesity is much greater in obese than in nonstout women.

He also finds segregation present after a

study of the progeny of different parents and states that
Davenport considers this evidence for M'endelian inheritance.

Preble (100) finds his group of 1000 cases of

obesity comprising the ages between 30-60 consists predominately of females, and suggests that this may be explained on the basis of ante and post-partum feeding by
....

1. Body-Build and Its Inheritance, Washington, D.C., Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1923.
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obstetricians.
Silver and Bauer {107) believe in the importance of a primary peripheral tissue "lipophilia", a
theory propounded by G. von Bergmann~ cited by Grafe (46),
who states that this theory is that of a lipomatous tendency in which condition there is abnormally facilitated
fat production and impeded fat destruction.
mentions the theory of

r.

Grafe also

Lichtwitz 2 -,7hich pictures a.

weakness of fat cells due to an increased separation between lipolytic ferment and fat in the cells, and that of

w.

Falta 3 who believes primary hyperinsulinism causes

obesity because with an overload of sugar in these patients,
the sugar curve fell below the initial level after it
had reached its peak.

Grafe (46) states that such a

drop in the sugar level is not present in all obese cases,
and Tyner (116), in a study of 1000 individuals half of
whom were normal and half obese pre-diabetics

5%

or more

above normal weight, all fasted and given a Brill test
meal, finds that the obese group have sugar levels above

1. Die Fettsucht, O~penheimer's Handb. d. Biochemie, 7:562, 1927. {2nd Ed.)
2. Stoffwechselkrankheiten, Fortbildungsvortre.ge
Diesbaden (v. Herxheimer), p. 205, Berlin, Karger, 1926.
3. Wein. klin. Wchnschr., 1928, p. 905; 1930,No. 10
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the fasting level two hours after the meal.

Rony and

Levy (106) find that the amount of sugar tolerance in
obese subjects varies directly with the degree of fat
tolerance, which suggests that either might be a measure
of insulin function.

Grafe (46) admits that a function-

ally active pancreas might be a factor in the development of obesity.

He suggests that the principle of a

lipophilia in the peripheral tissues may explain the peculiar distribution of fat observed in the endocrine
disorders.
Endocrine versus Neurogenic
In regard to the endocrine origin of obesity
much has been written, and DuBois (36) points out ihat
it is conceivable that an endocrine disturbance so slight
as to produce only common obesity may exist without the
usual marked stigmata of endocrinopathy.

Grafe (46) al-

so considers an endocrine mechanism in connection with
his theory of "luxus konsumption", as has been pointed
out.

Others are inclined to place emphasis on a regu-

lative center in the central nervous system.

Bernhardt

(16) states that in the etiology of obesity, the endocrines do not play the first role, but adds that the
decisive factor is the function of a hypothalamic regulative center lying somewhat behind the tuber cinereum
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in close proximity to the pituitary where the connecting
link is not clear, but might explain how the hypofunotioning ductless glands may alter its ability to regulate the weight.

He compares it to the temperature

center and believes that peripheral tissue changes such
as behavior, hunger, and thirst may also influence it.
He finds that lumbar puncture with fluid removal lowers
the basal metabolic rate in obesity.

In connection with

peripheral influences upon such a center, Rony (104)
considers the fat content of the ~OJdy as determining the
level for the threshold of its activity as has been mentioned.

He also emphasizes that exogenous factors may

aggravate the center.
A step toward the definite proof of the existance of such a center has been taken by Smith (110) who
has experimentally produced a syndrome of adiposity, genital atrophy, and increase in the total body length of
rats by artificial injury to the tuber cinereum in the
hypothalamic regioh of the brain.

He states that this

syndrome differs from that following hypophysectomy in
that no atrophy of the thyroid or suprarenal cortex
occurs and the genital atrophy is much less profound.
This

emphasize~

the point made previously that not all

obesities exhibiting peculiar distribution of fat can be

r
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classified as endocrine.
Also the frequency of obesity following encephalitis lethargica where there is inflammation involving
the hypothalmus suggests the importance of the central
nervous system in the maintainance of·normal body weight.
Gauss (45) regards the post-encephalitic obesity as the
only strictly true type of the endogenous class and
Hunter (54) regards organic lesion of the hypothalamic
region as the principal factor in endogenous obesity in
contradistinction to the absence of any organic lesion
characterizing the exogenous form.

~he

close proximity

of the hypothalmus and the pituitary makes the distinction between pure endocrine and neurogenic obesity very
difficult.
It has long been appreciated that hypopituitarism produces a girdle type of obesity resulting from
compression of the active elements of the gland principally bi chromophobe

ade~omata

or craniopharyngiomas.

It is also fairly well established that the chromophile
tumors produce hyperpituitarism, acromegaly resulting
from those composed of eosinophil or alpha cells, and a
peculiar type of "buffalo"1obesity described by Cushing
(28) resulting from hyperactivity of the basophil or
beta cells.

He describes this form as having plethoric

facies with fat only on the face, neck, and trunk associ-
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ated with exaggerated secondary sexual characteristics
and frequently large red striae on the abdomen and thighs
which are occasionally painful.

He explains the occasion-

al tendency to hypertension in these patients by an hypothesis (29) that the basophil cells from the anterior
lobe of the pituitary invade the posterior lobe, the extracts of which are known to produce a constant moderate
elevation in blood pressure.

Walters, iYilder, and Kep-

ler (119) observe a similar syndrome in adreno-cortical
tu•ors which further canplicates the exact endocrine origin of this condition.

Also, Cushing (28) frequently

observes a concomitant glycosur1a.
Thompson and Cushing (115) are able to produce
a similar adiposity in animals injected with a pituitary
gonad-stimulating hormone.

~o

explain the accompaniment

of glycosuria in this endocrine syndrome. Barr {11) has
referred to the work of B.A. Houssay1 and B.o. Enrnes 2
who he states found that the pituitary inhibits the effect
of insulin because hypophysectomy in depancreatized dogs
lessened glycosuria and hyperglycemia.

He also concludes

1. Houssay and A. Eiassotti, The Hypophysis,
Carbohydrate Metabolism and Diabetes, Endocrinology,
15:511, Nov.-Dec. 1931.
2. Barnes and J.F. Regan, The Relation of the
Anterior Pituitary to Carbohydrate Metabolism, Endocrinology, 17:522, Sept.-Oct. 1933.
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that this pancreatic-inhibiting hormone can act only
through the suprarenal glands, because C.N.H. Long1 has
found that in depancreatized cats, adrenalectomy also
lessens glycosuria, but is fatal unless cortical extract
is given by which life is prolonged and fatal ketosis to
pituitary extract does not occur, as in dogs.

These re-

ports suggest how either a pituitary or adreno-cortical
tumor may produce glycosuria by depressing the insulin
function of the pancreas, and further emphasizes the
inter-relationships of all the endocrine glands.

Barr

(11) describes an adreno-cortical syndrome of hypercorti-

co-adrenalism, produced by cortical suprarenal tumors,
as a combination of hirsutism, amenorrhea, and obesity,
plus a constant moderate elevation in blood pressure, which
differs from Cushing's Basophilism in some respects.
Lambie (66) points out further the vast connections which exist with respect to the nervous system, because he states that water retention may be due to starvation, involvement of the neurohypophyseal mechanism
(reverse of diabetes insipidus), or lack of thyroid se-

1. I,ong and F.D.W. Lukens, Observations on
Adrenalectomized Depancreatized Cats, Science, 79:569,
June 1934; Observations upon Hypophysectomized Depancreatized Cats, Proc. Soc. Esper. :Biol. and Med., 32:
326, Nov. 1934; Observations on a. Dog :Maintained for
Five Vteeks Without Adrenals or Pancreas, ibid., 32:392,
Nov. 1934.
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cretion.

He states that other workers have a»tually

found nerve tracts supposedly connecting the so-called
hypothalamic weight-regulating center with lower brain
centers and possibly the hypophysis.

G.M. Griffiths

(47) in describing the Laurence-Biedl Syndrane of adiposity, polydactyly, retinitis pigmentosa and mental retardation, states that we cannot separate the pituitary or
diencephalic centers in this condition. which he indicates Biedl believed was a primary cerebral adiposity
resulting from a congenital malformation with hydrocephalus and pressure on the diencephalic metabolic centers.
because pituitary signs are also seen.
Maddox (74) and Wilson (125) both. in describing Dercum's original

s~ndrome

of adiposis dolorosa, asso-

ciated with asthenia or depression and paraesthesia in
addition to painful indurations in the subcutaneous layer of the trunk and limbs, occurring in women around the
menopause, point out that the condition is

n~t·

a clinical

entity because all cases do not show consistent endocrine
glandular changes.

The former states that both general-

ized and localized painful tumor types of this condition

...

occur, and adds that Waldorp postulates a derangement of
the diencephalic centers controlling fat metabolism in
this condition also.

Gauss (45) indicates that Dercum's
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disease and Iipomatosis are not :true obesity, so may be
out of place in this discussion although they serve to
indicate the importance of some relationship of the nervous system to fatness.

Babonneix and Denoyelle (8)

state that the pituitary is not responsible for obesity
accompanying essential hydrocephalus where the causal
lesion is in the walaa of the third ventricle, and use
these facts to refute Cushing 1 s theory.
~rom

the foregoing sane explanation for the

observation of Czerny (30) that obese children are kno11n
to have higher fever with infectious disease than undernourished, may be postulated from the proximity of the
heat and weight centers both of which are assumed to be
located in the hypothalamus.

Grafe (46) and others sug-

gest that the disturbance in temperature control in the
obese is on the basis of 'decreased radiation from a compromise of skin function which might contribute to the
promotion of the obesity also.

Another metabolic factor

in the promotion of obesity not previously mentioned, is
indicated by Dear.born (31) who suggests that the condition
may be due to unusual smallness of the lungs which thus
minimizes the destruction of fat.
In concluding this chapter it may be added
that the relationship of obesity to hypogonadism ocourr-
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ing in either eunichoidism or the menopause is not thoroughly understood and Grafe (46) believew that only exceptionally is this disorder accompanied by decreased
metabolism.

In both myxedema and cretinism of hypothy-

roidal origin, the basal metabolism is lowered, but this
finding is not constant in hypopituitary obesity.

In the

case of the hypocortico-adrenal activity occurring in
Addison~s

disease the basal metabolism is lowered, but

as undernutrition is also a cause of decreased oxidation,
its presence in this disease may account for the existence of this finding.

It should be emphasized that the

endocrine types of obesity in which stigmata of endocrinopathy are definite, comprise but a small proportion of
the obese patients.

Preble (100) says the ductless glands

are rarely an etiologic factor.

Silver and Bauer {107)

state that endocrine obesity occurs in only 3% of the oases
studied.
In the next chapter but little attention will
be focused on the complications of endocrine obesity,
since in these types obesity occurs as a symptom rather
than a disease.

THE PATHOLOGY

II~

COMPllCAT ING DISEASES

Uncomplicated Changes and Symptomatology
The morbid effects of obesity are dependent
to a large extent on the duration and severity of the
condition.

Grafe (46) states "it must be apparent

that the presence of great fat accumulation cannot
help affecting the function of the organs in the long
run".

J.H. Means 1 in Cecil's Text-Book of Medicine

points out that,
"In the milder grades of obesity there is
simply an excess of fat in the normal fat depots.
such as the subcutaneous and retroperitoneal tissues,
the breasts, and the omentum.

In the severer grades,

fat infiltration is found also in parenchymatous organs such as the heart and liver."
Axtell (7) indicates that obesity is a danger signal
which not only aggravates the cause of its genesis,
but produces further deranged function and real path-

...
(3rd Ed.)

1. Phil. and London, W.B. Saunders co., 1934.
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ology.

He adds, "obesity itself is a potent cause of

further obesity, aggravating itself, increasing its
own causes and multiplying its ill-effects".

It ap-

pears therefore, that unless obesity is of a sufficient degree to affect more than the usual sites of fat
deposition, there is little or no real anatomical pathology present.

The metabolic changes concomitant with

obesity have already been discussed in connection with
its causes, but as these may also predispose to certain
other diseases, further reference to them will be made
later.
The present chapter is concerned with the
effects of obesity as a disease rather than a symptom, and therefore need not include the symptomatology
of the neural or endocrine types in which the pathology is predominately the result of hormonal or nervous
disturbance.

Only the effects of excessive weight or

fatty change then, is the ultimate aim of the present
consideration.

What are these morbid changes which

confront the majority of obese patients as they present themselves to the physician?
Maccallum (72) states that in obesity fat
collects in the subcutaneous and intramuscular tissues,
bone marrow, mesentery, omentum, retroperitoneal tiss-
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ues and epicardium, kidney, and the orbit.

In very

fat persons it penetrates the heart wall and appears
underneath the endocardium.

Master and Oppenheimer

(76) state that obesity is a disease of slow onset
tending in the long run to shortness of breath, weakness, and a decreased duration of life.

They say

that symptoms arise simulati.ng myocardial failure, the
most common being dyspnea, fatigue, palpitation, dizziness, and headache, but add that these five main symptoms are all relieved by dietary reduction of weight
and therefore assume them to be characteristic of uncomplicated obesity.

Axtell (7)

states that fat in

the pe.nniculus is always accompanied by 'fa.t ·.in· the' iflternal organs.

Buck (25) says that fat deposits occur

most frequently around the heart, omentum, abdominal
wall, and arms and legs.
Before undertaking a discussion of the various complicating conditions associated with obesity,
a few general concepts of the nature of fatty changes
as they occur in the internal organs will be pointed
out.

In regard to the distinction between the terms

of fatty infiltration and fatty degeneration, Reid(l02)
points out that the term fatty degeneration is a misnomer because it does not result from the breaking
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down of the protein of the cells, but on the contrary
is really an infiltration of fat in the form of cir-

culating lipoids into the cell, as a result of increased permeability from cell injury, or the result of chemical change of the invisible congugate lipoid content
of the cell such that it becomes visible microscopically by assuming a colloidal form.

Smith and

~'Jilli us

(109) cite the work of G. Rosenfeld! and G. Herxheimer 2

who both agree that fatty change in the cytoplasm is
really an infiltrative process so that both fatty degeneration and infiltration are similar in the sense that
both occur as a result of deposition of fat from external sources.
Although these statements indicate that fatty
degeneration should not be interpreted to mean a transformation of cellular protoplasm into fat, it is still
acceptable to differentiate the terms on the basis of
intra and extra or intercellular for fatty degeneration
and infiltration respectively, in spite of the fact
that the source of the fat appearing in the cells of
any of the organs so affected is usually

extr~cellular •

...
1. Uber die Herzverfettung des Menschen. Zentralbl. f. inn. Med., 22:145, Feb. 9, 1901.
2. Uber Fettfarbstoffe. Deutsche med. Wchnschr., 27:607, 1901.
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That such changes appear in conditions other than obesity is well known.

The workers cited

by

Smith and

Willius above, state that the microscopic appearance
of globules of fat in otherwise normal tissue cells
appears as a result of a disturbance of cellular nutrition plus toxemia.

It is obvious therefore, that

this change does not characterize the organs of an o'
bese person since no toxemia is present unless superimposed upon it.

Maximow (77) has pointed out that

neutral or stored fat may occur in any cell of connective tissue so it is apparent that when excessive fat
is stored in the body it may occupy almost any intercellular location in addition to its normal existence
as true adipose tissue in the fibroblasts of areolar
tissue.

Hence in obesity the change is that of an ex-

cessive distribution of depot or neutral fat which as
has been indicated previously, is normally found in
only small amounts in the active tissues such as the
heart, kidney, and muscles (Bloor, 20).

From this

author it has also been noted that although the mechanism of the disappearance of fat from the blood is uncertain, it is known to accumulate in the liver, bone
marrow, spleen, and muscles in the order named.

Also

his statement of the evidence that the source of ex-
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ceseive fat accumulations comes from either ingested
or depot fat because of similarity of iodine number
of their fatty acids, would suggest that other organs
show fat deposition only after the depots have been
complet~ly

filled.

Fatty liver is usually considered

as either infiltrative or degenerative though as in
the case of the heart, the fat canes from other parts
of the body.

However, in obesity the fat is present

without much cell degeneration whereas in poisoning or
acute yellow atrophy degeneration is more pronounced
than infiltration.
So much then, for general pathological considerations.

In the following paragraphs a discussion

of the various canplicating conditions commonly associated with obesity will be attempted.
Complications or

~eguelae

Cardio-Vasoular .
Cardiopathy

Hurry (56) discusses the vicious

circles encountered in obesity, and commences by pointing out that cardio-vascular disorders are the most important associated conditions of obesity.

He indicates

that the corpulence imposes an extra load on the myocardium because of the loss of proportion between the
size of the heart and the total body weight, additional
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capillaries to supply the extra fat tissue. and because of a resulting increase in the volume of blood.
As a result of this extra load the heart hypertrophies
and sooner or later decompensates.

He points out that

the heart itself becomes infiltrated with fat and may
undergo fatty degeneration.

Beall (13) regards fat as

a parasite and stresses the fact that its presence requires extra work of all the vital organs.

He computes

that each pound of fat contains 4,600 ft. of blood
vessels so that an obese person 30 lbs. overweight
would have an extra 25 mi. of blood vessels for which
the heart must do extra work to propel the blood for
the nourishment, of this extra tissue.

He also indicates

that the heart deoompensates easily.
Axtell (7) suggests a pseudo-hypertrophy of
the heart due to fat and believes that it is crippled
further not only by an increased quantity of blood.
but also from the upward push of the diaphragm which
causes a transverse placement with loss of the apex
impulse.

Barker (9) presents a case of obesity with

dilatation of the heart and signs of decompensation
and states that the obesity explains the cardiopathy
because of presumable masses of fat in the epicardium
and pericardium, heightening of diaphragm by fat in
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the abdomen, and the 80 pounds extra weight.

:More

concerning the diaphragm will be mentioned later.
McLester (80) also points out that the fatty
changes of the myocardium make the heart less able
to meet even the demands of a normal body weight.
Buck (2:)) indicates that fat deposites around the heart
restrict the pericardial space besides producing increased weight and degeneration of the organ.

Preble (100}

in his study of 1000 cases of persons 10 lbs. or more
overweight finds that 662 show sane evidence of cardiac impairment.

DuBray (37) notes three common cardio-

vascular conditions associated with obesity, namely,
coronary sclerosis, hypertension, and atrophy of the
heart muscle.
From the opinions of the above observers it
would seem that cardiac impairment in obesity is principally on a mechanical basis.

Brown and Keith (23)

however, in a study of the total circulating volume of
the blood and plasma in 14 cases of obesity by the dye
method, find that after reduction by diet, exceroises,
and thyroid medication, either a decrease or an increase
in the total circulating blood volume occurs and if the
former, evidence of anemia is present.

Reid (102) on

the other hand, indicates that although clinically the
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the obese state is detrimental to the heart, it is not
satisfactory to explain it on the basis of increased
work.

He believes that the dietary of those who be-

come obese is deficient in vitamins and minerals, especially calcium, which he inaicates is necessary for
proper cardiac function as has been shown experimentally, and suggests this as a better explanation of
heart dysfunction in obesity.

Mac-Dowell {73) even

concludes from an analytical review of the literature, that cardiac disturbance in the obese is due more
to an endocrine upset, which he feels is responsible
for the obesity in the first place.

Most workers,

however, seem to favor a mechanical explanation as the
cause of heart impairment in obesity.
Smith and Willius (109) in a post-mortem
study of 136 obese all 13% or more overweight, canpare the size of the heart to the body weight and conclude that obese people have a higher average cardiac weight, but in thm:;e exceptions where the heart is
smaller in proportion to the total weight, this disproportion is a factor in circulatory inadequacy in
addition to the usual impairment in cardiac activity
and nutrition produced by the infiltrated fat.

They

indicate that even large hearts, independent of asso-
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oiated pathologic changes may occasionally fail or
even result in death.

These workax:s· (108) note from

the cases studied that all died from a variety of conditions and, although all showed varying increases in
subepicardial fat (without intracellular fat in the
muscle cells) sufficient to increase the burden of the
heart, conclude that obesity

p~oducing

cardiac fail-

ure consists in most instances of adding a burden to
that imposed by some disease already present such as
hypertension or coronary sclerosis.

Mara.non and

Bonilla (76) report a case of sudden death from fatty
degeneration of the heart in a female age 29 who
weighed 157 Kg. and was 1.6 M. in height.

Interest-

ingly enough the history of the case revealed that
the

woman had been thin until age 18, when after con-

tracting syphilis, commenced increasing in weight a
few months later.
Master and Oppenheimer (76) have made a very
impressive study of the exact circulatory situation
in uncomplicated obesity by observations of the blood

...

pressure, pulse, X-ray and electrocardiogram.

Their

X-ray findings reveal a sthenic habitus, elevation of
the diaphragm, and an enlarged widened heart with a
hypertrophied left ventricle and hazy left border ob-

rrnn1n1m1·
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soured by apical pericardial fat.

The electrocardio-

grams show obese patients to hgve sinus arrhythmia.
left ventricular preponderance, and inversion of the
P and T waves in lead III.

They find that

67'f~

of the

oases show hypertension in proportion to the severity
and duration of the obesity.

The pulse is commonly

accelerated and circulatory exercise tolerance is lowered.

They are able to relieve all the above findings

after reduction of weight, and conclude that this fact
amply explains the improvement frequently observed
in valvular heart disease, hypertension, and coronary
disease after wei~:ht reduct ion.

Faber ( 41) reports a

case of arrhythmia with signs of cardiac weakness in
a patient weiz;:hing 146 Kg. which was relieved permanently by Carell dietary and reduction after quinidin.
Proger (101} also finds a left axis deviation and flattening or inversion of the P wave f:lnd inversion of the T wave in lead III only. in the electrocardiograms of a large percentage of uncomplicated
obese persons, but states that with ventricular hypertrophy the left axis deviation is usually associated
with an erect T wave in lead III.

This would indicate

that the left axis deviation alone is not diagnostic
of left ventricular hypertrophy in obesity, unless

-

---------

-----------------
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associated with an erect T wave in lead III
case its presence would be suspicious.

~n

which

The inverted

T wave might also suggest coronary disease though
this condition usually also shows a disturbance in
the

pre~eding

S-T segment.

Grafe (46) points out that the increased
demands made upon the heart and vessels often lead to
early sclerosis in obesity, especially of the coronary
vessels.

He adds that there is also a tendency to

thrombosis and formation of emboli and that differential diagnosis between angina pectoris and fatty heart
is difficult since a high diaphragm may produce a definite aortalgia.

Aschoff (4) suggests that an excess of

fatty substances in the blood plasma has been shown
to favor the development of atherosclerosis because of
the formation of calcium phosphate from cholesterin esters with which the tissues are asphyxiated.

Re1d(l02)

believes that the arteriosclerosis may be used to explain rome of the heart impairment encountered in obesity.
....

Hurry (66) has indicated that angina pectoris

may complicate obesity because of the irritability
of the overloaded heart and points out that both arteriosclerosis and chronic interstitial nephritis are frequent c anplications of obesity.
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In all of these associated conditions it is
difficult to determine which factor is primary.

An-

gina peotoris is frequently associated etiologically
with arteriosclerosis, obesity, gout, and nephritis,
whereas coronary occlusion or thrombosis is considered
to result from hypertension and arteriosclerosis and
frequently is preceded by angina.

It is also gener-

ally accepted that fatty degeneration of the heart
muscle is frequently the associated pathologic change·
observed in chronic myocardial degeneration or fibrosis
(interstitial myocarditis) which is usually the result of essential hypertension or chronic interstitial
nephritis associated with hypertension.

Fatty

deg~ner

ation also occurs in chronic valvular disease as well
as in prolonged infection, chronic poisoning, and severe anemia, but is rarely found in uncomplicated obesity, which on the other hand is characterized by a
fatty heart which Smith and Willius (109) prefer to
designate

~s

"adiposity" of the heart.

They use this

term to designate fatty infiltration which has been
pointed out as one of the principal mechanical factors
interfering with normal heart function in obesity.
Arteriosclerosis

Since arteriosclerosis is

usually considered a result rather than a cause of hy-
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pertension, it is difficult to explain the mechanism
of primary sclerotic changes in obesity on a purely
metabolic basis.

Riely (103) states that hypertension

is a compensation for increased peripheral resistance
especially in those with fixed-calibre sclerotic ves-

sels and indicates that since an abnormality of the
cholesterol metabolism occurs in obesity. it is probable that these people have a tendency to arteriosclerosis from atheromatous deposits.

Dublin and Marks(35)

point out that the causal factors in arteriosclerosis,
organic heart disease. nephritis, and cerebral hemorrhage have much in common and often suggest the effect
of body weight on the elasticity of the blood vessels.
They add that Allchoff's theory regarding the relation
between tissue fat and arteriosclerosis certainly fits
the case of overweights, at least with respect to premature death from degenerative conditions.

Joslin(58)

points out that there is a difference in location of
the degenerative vascular process, being in the extremities with diabetes, and in the coronaries, cerebral or renal arteries in the obese.
Axtell (7) believes that arteriosclerosis
and obesity have a common etiology, but points out
that obesity contributes to the former by causing
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toxic blood products from imperf act metabolism.

He

points out that the obese first have hypotension due
to a weakened heart

and

later a pre-sclerotic hyper-

tension from the toxemia.

He says these factors pre-

dispose to apoplexy as well as chronic nephritis, excessive fat deposits and portal stasis also cantribut ing to the latter.

It is well known that chronic in-

terstitial nephritis is merely one of the manifestations of a cardiovascular-renal hypertension syndrome.
Preble's (100) study of 1000 cases of obesity revealS
that 463 with or without a diagnosis of chronic nephritis, show albuminuria as evidence of some kidney
impairment.

Von Noorden (117) considered obesity a

complication rather than a cause of atrophic nephritis
(contracted kidney)

and

indicated that in all associated

conditions obesity should be regarded as the complication, since its treatment improves the prognosis in
the associated pathology.

Grafe (46) also does not

regard obesity as the primary predisposing factor in
contracted kidneys though admits that they are encountered fairly often in the disease.

He states that in un-

complicated obesity, albumin and hyaline casts in the

urine are not uncommon.
Although_ the several observers mentioned a-
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bove seem inclined to relate the arteriosclerosis in
obesity to an increase in the cholesterol content of
the blood from prolonged excess food indulgence,
Bruger and Poindexter (24) state that the findings of
most workers in this connection are controversial.
They point out that in essential hypertension, diabetes
mellitus and arterioscleresis an increased cholesterol
has frequently been observed, and that their relation
to obesity has been stressed for many ueare, the latter
supposedly being a causative factor in these degenerative diseases.

In a study of 94 obese subjects 20%

or more ovarweight, they find that in 53 of the exogenous type uncomplicated by other disease, the plasma cholesterol is within normal limits.

In 25 canpli-

oated by the metabolic disorders of essential hypertension, arteriosclerosis and diabetes mellitus the
plasma cholesterol is augmented.

In 11 with arthritic

complications the infectious arthritics show a normal
plasma cholesterol, whereas the hypertrophic

tlVP~S

significant elevation of the plasma cholesterol.

have
In

the remaining 11 obese with causative endocrinopathy
....

the hypothyroids and acromegalic show an increased
cholester,ol of the blood, while the hypoovarian subjects have values within normal limits.

They conclude

rHlll'Hll!]
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that a high caloric intake is not accompanied by a
rise of the plasma cholesterol in humans, but when
present in obesity complicated by degenerative disease is to be considered a result rather than an
etiologic factor in these complications.

These

observers used Sackett's modification of the Bloor
method for determination of the blood cholesterol.
Musser (87) more recently also indicates that obese
develop degenerative disease before there is an elevation of the blood cholesterol.

As will be pointed

out later the supposed increase in the cholesterol
of the blood of obese patients has also been used to
explain the frequency of cholelithiasis in obesity.
Hypertension

It has already been pointed

out that,in spite of the fact that arteriosclerosis
is usually considered a result rather than a cause
of hypertension, Axtell ('1), and Riely (105) have both
implied a sclerosis not preceded by hypertension in
obesity.

It is certainly true that a sclerosis of the

arterial system would require a compensatory increase
in the blood pressure to overcome the resulting increased peripheral resistance.

It is accepted that

arteriosclerosis due to old age or int,oxication or infection can precede hypertensionp but in these types
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the intima rather than the media undergoes proliferative changes so that a gradual obstruction rather than
an actual reduction in calibre of the arteries results.
Hence, it is only where the calibre is reduced by spasm
that hypertension is primary, the later sclerosis resulting from a degeneration of an over-fatigued media
of the vessels subjected to prolonged increased tension.
It is therefore conceivable that obesity might produce
a primary sclerosis on a toxemia metabolic basis, exeept for the fact that uncomplicated obesity shows no
hyperoholesteremia from which an atherosclerosis might
develop according to Ashoff "nd others.

Foster ( 42)

states that "one can find no adequate evidence for the
belief that hypertension is a predominant factor in the
causation of arteriosclerosis" and further that "even
though some types of nephritis may possibly be of vascular origin, their genesis cannot be traced through
arteriosclerosis to hypertension".

These statements

favor the possibility of arteriosclerosis in obesity
without hypertension.
In addition to the work of Master and Oppenheimer, other observers frequently find a hypertension
in obesity without arteriosclerosis, which responds to
dietetic reduction in weight.

Terry (114) indicates
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that most fat females seeking medical attention have
hypertension which exists without findings suggestive
of nephritis, diabetes, and syphilis,

He states that

in all cases on a high protein-low calory diet there
is a lowering of weight, together with a lowering of
blood pressure.
Preble {100) finds the blood pressure above
normal in 1000 cases of complicated obesity in all age
groups over 20, which showed an average drop of 18/10
after a ten pound reduction in weight.

Buok{25) also

finds the blood pressure up in all obese without cardiac dilatation. which is lowered by reduction unless
associated with dilatation of the heart in which case
the accompanying low blood pressure is increased.

Hart-

man and Ghrist (51) from a study of the records of
2,042 patients normal or otherwise 15 years or more of
age of both sexes conclude that weight must be a dominate factor in determining systolic blood pressure,
but find no logical relation of the diastolic pressure
to body weight.

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Com-

pany {86) finds after a course in weight reduction for

...

294 of its overweight employees, that of 33 who had
mostly hypertension or heart disease with hypertensi<>n,'
17 were better clinically after 5 years and uniformly
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showed an appreciable fall in blood pressure.

Of the

294, 81% lost an average of 15 pounds at the end of
the course, while at the end of one year of 224 available, only 32% had continued to lose weight by voluntary dieting.

After 5 years only 21% of 193 available

showed further loss of weight, so the Company concludes
that continued medical guidance is necessary, if excellent results obtained during treatment are to be maintained, because self discipline is too severe for most
overweight patients who are generally inclined toward
self indulgence.
It might appear from the above that hypertension could be considered to be a symptom of, rather
than a complication or sequela of obesity.

Aubertin

and Coursier (6) in studies of the blood pressure in
94 obese persons with tbe same obesity index (Wt.-Ht.
metric) indicate_ that sedentary life, excessive carbohydrate intake and mild drinking habits favor obesity
and l)ypertension, but point out that only in those predisposed to these conditions is this true, since others

...

under identical conditions develop neither obesity nor
hypertension.

They reject completely the assumption

that obesity is a cause of hypertension and suggest that
their frequent coincidence has led to the association
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of apoplexy and obesity whereas the high blood pressure is really the apoplectic factor.

Aubertin (6)

adds that although he found frequent hypertension in
stout persons, it, should be regarded as a complication
rather than a sequela.

Pedrazzini (97)

~elieves

that

accumulation of fat disturbs the normal elastic play
of the spinal dura which makes possible the entrance
of blood into the tissue-packed skull, so urges respiratory abdominal massage in obese and all persons of
the apoplectic type to facilitate venous flow in the
spinal plexuses.
It is generally accepted that obesity may be a
factor in essential hypertension, but the fact that the
latter occurs also in persons of spare build does not
suggest the former as a true cause.

Symptomatic (non-

essential) hypertension occurs in cerebral lesion•, nephritis, toxemias of pregnancy and hyperthyroidism and
if the hypertension which has been shown to exist in

o~

besity is of this type, the only other possible connection besides arteriosclerosis {already considered} is
through the cerebral or endocrine obesities.

Barr(ll)

points out that hypermedullary-adrenalism from suprarenal medullary tumors with excessive epinephrine, is
associated with paroxysmal high elevations in blood pres-
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sure and at death is characterized by kidney and vascular changes similar to those seen in essential hypertension.

His description of a constant moderate

elevation in blood pressure with an adreno-cortical
tumor syndrome mentioned previously, suggests another
endocrine factor in the cause of essential hypertension.
It has already been mentioned that Cushing
(29) postulates an invasion of the posterior lobe of
the pituitary by basophile cells of the anterior lobe
as a basis for hypertensive states, one of which occurs
in his so-called "buffalo" type of obesity.

He also

indicates that the number of basophilic cells is known
to increase with age and are more numerous in hypersthenic individuals.

In as much as the role of the en-

docrines and central nervous system in obesity is so
imperfectly understood,

-11;

'Can

onl~l

be surmised that the

latter may indirectly bear an etiologic relation to hypertension through them.

It is possible that obesity

and hyperpiesia may have a common origin though at present it seems better to consider high blood pressure in
obesity as symptomatic on the basis of a compensation
....

to overcome the need of excess tissue for nourishment.
Riely (103) states that the presser substances
involved in hypertension in the obese is unknown, but
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points out that guanidin, which is an end product of
protein, is such a substance, so that protein overfeeding such as might be present in obesity, may predispose.

He adds that carbohydrate over-feeding does

not produce hypertension except in the otherwise predisposed.

DuBray (37) states that obesity as a factor

in hypertension is mainly mechanical and that there is
no clinical evidence to confirm an etiological connection between obesity and high blood pressure.

The fact

remains, however, that the two are ccmmonly associated
and that treatment of the obesity relieves the hypertension.
Metabolic
rt· has' been indicated previously that the degenerative diseases of arteriosclerosis, essential hypertension, and diabetes mellitus have been considered metabolically related to obesity for many years, snd that
the mechanism of this relationship is somewhat controc

versial.

This controversy is the principal reason why

arteriosclerosis and hypertension are considered above
rather than under this discussion.
Diabetes

In connection with diabetes anoth-

er viewpoint of the role of hypertension is indicated

by Beck, Fowler, Koenig and Bowen (14).

These workers
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made an X-ray study of 96 obese patients who were
divided into diabetics, borderlihe, and normals .according to their glucose tolerance, to determine the
presence of calcification of the arteries of the lower extremities.

They find no evidence of calcifica-

tion of these arteries in elderly early diabetics or
in obese prediabetics.

Further study reveals no evi-

dence to show that hypertension or retinal sclerosis
can be correlated with the obese patient's ability to
use glucose, the incidence of hypertension being about
the same in non-diabetic obese as in the diabetic obese.
They add however, that it is their belief that hypertension is essentially related to obesity, rather than
diabetes.

They conclude that obesity increases the

liklihood of both diabetes and hypertension whereas
the latter is not a certain contributing factor in diabetes.

Musser and Wright (88) however, in studies of

sugar tolerance tests on a group of 30 hypertensive obese females without glucosuria, find a lowered sugar
tolerance, which does not occur in another group of
non-hypertensive obese patients given the same amount
of dextrose, so conclude that obesity, hypertension
and hyperglycemia comprise a definite syndrome.

They

add that no single factor accounts for the trisyndrome

,..11QI
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but that each contributes to a vicious circle which
ultimately leads to a well marked vascular sclerosis.
They believe obesity to be the most important factor,
because in these patients a lowered sugar tolerance
is present and reduction in weight often lowers the
blood pressure m:rd produces a rise in the sugar
ance to normal.

tole~

These results seem to point to obes-

ity as the principal factor in the hypertension of
diabetes, but do not corroborate the conclusion made
by Beck and his coworkers above, who stated that hypertension was not a contributing factor in diabetes.
·whether or not hypertension in obesity increases the
severity of the diabetes or the Bclerosis or both, it
can at least oe stated that all are intimately related in some manner.
In considering the effect of obesity on the
insulinogenic function of the pancreas it has already
been suggested under the discussion of tLe etiology
that increased food intake may be either a factor in
or a result of pathologic changes observed in this organ.

....

Ogilvie (94) states that he made an autopsy

study of the percentage area of islet tissue in each
pancreas of 19 ordinary fat persons with mainly a subcutaneous and mesenteric distribution, which was com-
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pared with that observed in 19 control lean subjects,
all

Z8

subjects being sugar free and having died only

as the result of unrelated pathology.

Each poncreas

was sectioned from the head, body, and tail and stained by the Azan method, 15 microscopic fields of each

section being projected on note book paper from which
tracing and weighing of the areas could be done for
purposes of calculation.

He finds that 68% of the pan-

creas of the obese subjects possessed islands whose
average area was definitly greater than normal, although
the number of islands was not increased.

He adds that

only one case showed an island with well marked central fibrosis suggestive of transition to the diabetic
state.

He indicates, however, that islet hypertrophy

does not necessarily imply an increased activity and
that normal islets are observed in a large percentage
of diabetics.

He suggests that excessive carbohydrate

eating which is often present in obesity, may produce
an islet hypertrophy and lead to a hyperinsulinism with
increased hunger, to set up a vicious circle, but that
whether the hypertrophy is the cause or effect is difficult to determine.
It does seem to be true that obese persons
show some evidence of exhaustion

of the isles of Lang-
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erhans whether from overeating or other cause, as
shown by numerous glucose tolerance tests.

John

(56) has performed glucose-tolerance tests on 12 cawes
of obesity and finds that five show evidence of diabetes.

He indicates that diabetes or the pancreas

should be considered in all obeve persons.

Of Preble's

(100) 1000 cases of obesity. 700 had glycosuria.

lix-

tell (7) points out that both diabetes and obesity
have a depressed glycogenic function and the obesity
aggravates or further depresses glycogenesis, so that
digestive glycosuria develops, which later terminates
in frank diabetes.

He also indicates that depressed

glyoogenic function leads to a greater appetite which
furthers the obesity.

He adds that the glycogenio de-

pression in obesity is accounted for by the fact that
the liver is the first organ to deposit fat which impairs its glycogen storage ability.

He also attributes

diabetes in obesity to fatty changes in the pancreas,
the latter of which he believes always occurs.

Beeler

and Fitz (15) from results of alimentary glucose tolerance tests on their series of non-diabetic obese patient a at 10 pounds over normal weight for age. sex. and
height, coqared w1th similar control tests on thin
non-diabetics and mild diabetics, conclude that sane o-
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bese have normal glucose tolerance curves and excrete
only small volumes of urine and sugar because of some
metabolic disturbance probably an endocrinopathy, whereas other obese have a.high sugar curve and excrete abnormally large quantities of glucose in a voluminous
urine.

They indicate that the first group is not like-

ly to develop dia@etes whereas the second group may develop the disease.
It has been indicated previously by Rony and.
Levy (105) that tolerance to fat and sugar in obesity
bears a direct.relationship.

Joslin (59) states that

all obese have lowered carbohydrate tolerance whether
they ingest fat or carbohydrate previous to the test.
and indicates that in obesity the strain on the pancreas from overeating is a greater factor in producing
diabetes than the quantity or deposits of fat itself.
He adds that rapid increases in weight are more harmful to the pancreas than gradual increases because there
is not time for a compensatory hypertrophy.

Joslin

believes that lack of carbohydrate in the diet causes
fat deposition in the liver because clinically,yallow
atrophy is improved by feeding carbohydrate.

He won-

ders if the over-insulin production induced by overindulgence in food favors the transformation of oarbohy-
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drate to fat which is deposited in the depots, while
the liver fat is depleted because of the accompanying
increased glycogenesis.

As Joslin has pointed out,

carbohydrate fed along with fat reduces the liver fat.
but on fat alone the liver fat is increased as was
pointed out from :Best an(. his coworkers (17,18,19)
previously.

The latter also find that lecithin, like

carbohydrate, when fed with fat, produces reduction in
Lecithin ar one, with insulin in depancrea-

liver fat.

tized dogs also produces a prolongation of life with a
glycosuria, which is absent when fat is given instead,
and the animals eventually die with fatty livers.

Jos-

lin {59) adds that evidently fat feeding with insulin
alone in these animals produces no glucogenesis in the
liver since there is no glycosuria at the death of the
dog.

Ha asks the question as to where sugar in the ur-

ine comes from when depancreatized dogs receiving insulin are fed lecithin and fat only, since more is recovered than is possible from the glycogen and protein
metabolism.

Apparently it might come from the leci-

thin which has also been shown to be essential in the
intermediary metabolism of fats.
does not come from

tl~

Lusk {69) states it

fatty acids.

Frc:m the above facts it would seem that insu-
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lin is an excellent fattening substance, but that when
the pancreas is unable to compensate for the demands
of excessive intake, the obese person becomes diabetic
and loses weight.

In addition his liver becomes fatty

because of the depression of glycogenic function and
there is a decrease of the depot fat.

Weber (122) des-

cribes a "lipogenic diabetes" depending on or induced
by

obesity or a tendency to obesity.

He believes the

fact that dietetic treatment cures obese mild diabetics ,
is proof of obesity as a cause of diabetes.

He points

out, however, that in grave diabetes obesity may not
occur because of lack of cell metabolism, insulin causing
a latent obesity to appear.

Beall (13) smns up the

problem in the following sentence,

"If a diabetic can

gain weight he is lucky, but if he does, he 1£s. unl:a.ol:y" •
It is interesting in passing to point out that
von Noorden (117) believed obesity to be a protection
against diabetes and that diabetics did not tolerate reduction cures well.
Rony (104) also believes in the exhaustion of

...

the islets of langerhans on the basis of excessive intake.

~oh.n (57) has also indicated his agreement with

this belief and, in a study of 628 oases of diabetes in
an attempt to =iiiscover if obesity plays an important

r
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role in development of the disease, finds that nearly
all are or have been overweight regardless of sex and
that the percentage of overweight is high compared with
data on the weight of Lon-diabetics fran the Equitable
Life Assurance Society of New York.

Anders and Jame-

son (3) in a series of 1306 oases of adiposity (including diabetes in 119) note that the incidence is
higher in females than in males in the age group above
40, which they point out is an explanation of the greater incidence of diabetes in the former after 40.

They

add that obesity is the most potent single predisposing factor in diabetes.

Adams (2) from the height and

weight records of 673 cases of diabetics admitted to
the Mayo Clinic, finds that 91% are overweight (82.9%
over 10% overweight) before their diabetes begins.
states that no sex differences are

noted~

He

and adds

that obesity is also probably an important factor in
the development of diabetes in the young since over 30%
of oases under 20 years were over 10% overweight.

He

also finds that over half of 1000 cases of obese diabetics have preventable obesity ie., that due to faulty

....

living habits.
Joslin (69) indicates that obese diabetics are
not so canmon as formerly because the proportion of
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young diabetics is increasing whereas the proportion of
older diabetics is decreasing, and obesity occurs more
after age 35 than before.

He differs with Adams, be-

cause he points out that children illustrate that obesity is not a universal causal factor since they are
more rarely overweight.

He believes that heredity is

little by little displacing obesity as a cause of diabetes, so that now we need only to c.ombat obesity in the
hereditarily disposed diabetic.

Tyner (116) has made

studies to prove Joslin's statements.

He determined the

carbohydrate tolerance curves in 500 each of normals
and prediabetics 5% or more overweight before and 2 hours
after a Brill test meat, and concludes that prediabetes
occurs about equally in obese and normals or underweight, and that this condition is correlated rather
with age, the peak of its incidence being reached in
the seventh decade.

From a study of their hereditary

and familial history he finds, however, 'hat obesity
with direct (parental) diabetic heredity shows an increased incidence of pred iabete•, whereas thinness or
obesity with only familial heredity does not.

....

Joslin, Dublin,

and

study of 4596 adult diabetics

!!'.arks {60) have made a
54,
,..,,

or more above average

weight which were seen by Joslin from 1898-1928.

They
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find that at the time of maximg.m weight 78.5% were
males while 83.3% were females, and of 3094 cases at
the time of onset of diabetes 62.7% were males and
67.4% were females.

Only 7.9% men and 6.3% women had

always been 5% or less underweight, and less than 1%
of the whole group had always been 20% or more underweight.

They conclude that the chief constitutional

factor in the onset of diabetes is overweight.

They

add, however, that next to overweight, heredity is the
most important of the other significant etiological
factors in diabetes and state,

"Indeed, the factors

of obesity and heredity are probably closely linked."
These workers indicate that the obese who become disbetic have for the most part inherited susc~ptability,
while obesity acts as the immediate exciting factor and
is the most common factor in the etiology of diabetes.
They suggest that,
"It is possible and even likely, that the
connection between adiposity and diabete·s is not a
causal one and that both reflect some underlying im-~&lance

in the functioning of the body, probably of

endocrine origin."
From the foregoing evidence it seems best to consider
obesity in association with heredity as a cause of dia-
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bates mellitus.
Gout

It is generally accepted that overeat-

ing, especially of protein bears a direct etiologic relationship to gout, and that gouty subjects are often
overweight.

It might be supposed therefore, that gout

and obesity are the result of a common causal factor,
rather than that one predisposes to the other.

The

literature is very meager concerning obesity as a factor in gout.

Von Noorden {117) pointed out that gout

(arthritis urica) was frequently found with obesity,
but indicated that with the latter, prognosis was vetter
than in the thin persons where great articular destruction is comparatively common.

He added that obese

gouty subjects were easier to put on a regime of diet
and excercise because of their obesity.
Axtell (7) indicates that impairment of secretory function of the liver might result in gout,
am~ng

other functional disorders.

Grafe (46) states

that the relations between obesity and gout are obscure,
probably because of lack of knowledge of the latter
sease.

~i

He indicates that gout is more often associated

with the exogenous than the endogenous form of obesity.
He suggests that the close relation of obesity and gout
to diabetes indicates a common central nervous origin

----------------------
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since the centers in the fore-brain which regulate the
sugar, uric acid and fat balance are close together.
Apparently the relation of obesity to gout is merely
that of an accompanying condition, both resulting from
a common etiologic factor.
Digestive
Cholelithiasis

Complications of the digest-

ive system are frequently seen in obesity.

In addition

to bulimia, dyspepsia, constipation, etc., Hurry (56)
mentions t11Ia.t obese subjects are prone to develop liver
and gall-bladder disease.

Axtell (7) points out that

fat deposition in the liver so decreases its secretory
function that a resultant acholia is responsible for
occasional white stools, alternating constipation and
diarrhea, urobilinuria and cholemia.

He indicates that

some damage to hepatic cells from fat infiltration may
even rarely favor cirrhosis of the liver whereas a flabby abdomen,

impeded diaphragm and sedentary habits pro-

duce mechanical stagnation in the gall bladder.

He

states that one in every 2 or 3 women who ere fet develop gall stones.

The relation of the saying "fair, fat,

and forty" to gall bladder disease is well known.

Sta-

sis is also recognized as one of the etiologic factors
in diseases of the gall bladder, and cholelithiasis is
believed to be favored b;;;" inpairment in function of the

--------

----------------
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liver cells to secrete bile salts which render cholesterol soluble in bile and prevent its precipitation.
Stasis also favors higher concentration of bile which also
favors precipitation of cholesterol, espeoially if the
cholesterol content of the blood is high as pointed out
by Musser (87}.

As mentioned previously, he points out

that the liver cells do not excrete cholesterol esters,
but only cholesterol, so that the ratio of these two
compounds in the blood may be more important than the
total plasma cholesterol.
In connection with arteriosclerosis, evidence
of high plasma cholesterol in obesity was shown to be
controversial.

Joslin (59) however. insists

~hat

high

fat diets or overnutrition causes a high blood cholesterol.

He indicates that complications of high blood chol-

esterol include diabetic coma, xanthoma

dia~eticorum.

cataracts and arteriosclerosis, the latter two of which
he states are not proven, but are suggestive in some
cases.

Love and Christie (67) also believe that the o-

bese show a higher blood cholesterol which favors the
tendency to gall stone formation which they add is fav-

....

ored b;y the lethargy.

It has also been indicated that

some evidence exists for the opinion that high b-lood
cholesterol follows rather than

p~eoedes

degenerative
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disease.

This might suggest the latter as the factor in

hypercholesteremia rather than obesity.

The fact re-

mains, however, that high blood cholesterol favors gall
stones, and that obesity whether or not responsible for
the high blood fat is associated with them.

Perhaps

obesity acts only as a static factor.
Dunlop and Iyon (38) in their series of 523
cases of obesity find that 5.5< have been operated for
gall stones and, although constipation is found in 40.9'):,,
it is of no greater incidence than in non-obese.

Bul-

mer (26} states that chronic cholecystitis and gall
stones are much more frequent in the obese.
Heyd (53} indicates that cholelithiasis is
frequently concanitant with obesity in females and parallels a metabolic defect of obesity as the result of basic dysfunctions and altered metabolism.

He states that

during the course of surgical operations he is impressed with the frequency in which the liver is grossly proportionally smaller in obese than the stature and age
of the patient would suggest to be normal.

He believes

there is a distinct tendendy for the liver to be inversely proportional to the added weight over the normal body
weight, and that this fact may obviate that the liver
does not possess all of the protective adaptations inher-
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ent in normal liver function.

Axtell (7),it has already

been indicated, states that portal stasis as well as
fat infiltration favors damage to the liver and that
the resulting hepatism and cholemia favor hematogenous
infection of the gall bladder.
Pancreatitis

Among the other digestive ccrn-

plications pancreatitis has frequently been indicated
as commonly associated with obesity.

Axtell (7) points

out that the obese have a fatty pancreas which n<:1>t only
favors diabetes, but also fragile vessels so that they
are easily ruptured, resulting in colic, vomiting, and
pancreatitis.

love and Christie (67) point out 1hat

acute pancreatitis occurs most frequently in obese, but
add that the reason for this association is obscure.
Heyd (53) states that pancreatitis in the obese occurs
predominately in males where it is associated with pathological conditions, which in some inexplicable manner
parallel the obesity.

He also finds duodenal ulcer asso-

ciated with obesity in males on the same basis.

A poss-

ible explanation for the role of obesity in susceptability to pancreatitis may lie in the fact that biliary pathology, infection, and stasis may predispose to inflammatory processes in the pancreas which are known to activate steapsinogen in the absence of the bile activator,

r!
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and thus lead to fat necrosis.

That the latter may

be present without pancreatitis suggests that actual
presence of bile in the pancreatic ducts occurs, which
conceiveabl7 might also be favored in obesity.
Miscellaneous

In connection with the less

prominent digestive complications some of which have
also been mentioned previously, both constipation and
appendicitis have been suggested as complications favored by obesity.

Axtell (7) states that the venous

and portal stasis which is found in obesity may even
produce splenomegaly, abdominal tympanitis enteritis,
intestinal hemorrhage and even appendicitis, the latter
of which he points out being common among obese.

He

does not believe that an obese person ever develops
all this pathology, but is nevertheless more or less
subject to it.

Obesity is usually not regarded as a

factor in either constipation or appendicitis though
it is conceiveable that decreased bile secretion and
sedentary habits of the obesity might operate as factors in the former, whereas a low residue (high meat)
diet might favor stagnation in the appendix.

Hurry(55)

suggests impaired peristalsis and activity, with slowing of intestinal contents and better absorption, as a
factor in the constipation of obesity.

Axtell (7) in-
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dicates a tendency to alternating constipation and diarrhea from acholia, while Dunlop and Lyon (38) find
no higher incidence of the former in obese patients.
Evidently, obesity per se has little to do with these
conditions.
Love and Christie (67) however, indicate that
diverticulitis of the colon from fatty infiltration of
the bowel wall with consequent weakness and subsequent
hernial protrusion of the mucosa may be favored by obesity.

In this way obesity could indirectly promote

constipation.

It is further conceiveable that hemorr-

hoids, which have been indicated as a complication in
obesity by Axtell (7) and Hurry (55) on the basis of
portal stasis from heart impairment or fat deposits in
the abdomen, might also favor constipation.

These

writers also point out the frequency of varicoIDele

and

more generalized varicosities in obesity on the same
basis of general or portal stasis.

Axtell indicates

that portal congestion and masses of pelvic fat may impair the pelvic organs in the female obese, a consider-

...

at ion of which will now be undertaken •
Genito-Urinary
Renal

As regards the genito-urinary tract,

Beall (13) points to the parasitic nature of fat which
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causes the kidneys to suffer most because of the additional burden of excretory products.

It has been

in~

dicated previously however, that the role of obesity in
chronic nephritis is rather r·emote and at worst functions
only as an indirect factor.
Genital

The generative organs of the obese

female on the other hand, according to Axtell (7), may
be so impaired functionally by venous stasis that distur~ed

menstruation, congestion of the ovary, and dis-

placement and congestion of the uterus can be factors
in sterility with altered endocrine imbalance.

He in-

dicatea that imperfect perineal musculature in the obese
may cause soft part dystoeia which is often associated
with infantile pelves, the latter occuring only as the
result of a cause in canmon with the obesity.

Porter(98)

has observed in his practice that stout women have frequent dystocia and a tendency toward uterine inertia
and exhaustion during labor.

He points out that the o-

bese female almost invaribly goes past term, apparently
because of some disturbance in the normal stimulus for
labor to commence.

As a consequence he indicates that

stout women usually have large babies which are sometimes
still born necessitating induction of labor in the interest

ot

both mother and child.

He adds that diet is
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good prophylaxis.

It is generally accepted that the ba-

sal metabolism is increased during the latter months of
pregnancy and Wyant (126) finds a slight progressive increase of the specific dynamic action with fat during
the course of pregnancy which is not observed with protein or carbohydrate.

It might be interesting to ob-

serve if this obtains in obese pregnant females also.
Master and Oppenheimer (76) state that in obesity menstrual difficulties, even complete amenorrhea,
sterility, and sexual impotence are not unccrnmon.

Hur-

ry (65) states that the sexual appetite is lowered in
the obese and leads to inertia of the genitalia which
further predisposes to fat.

There is little in the

literature regarding the role of obesity in menstrual or
sexual disturbances.

An

article entitled "Amenorrhea

Due to Obesity" by F. Barachl was found, but not translated.

Endocrine obesities could conceiveably affect

the menstrual cycle or libido but it seems doubtful if
obesity per se is a direct factor in these disturbances.
Meaker (83) states that the same metabolic
depression which causes the obesity is likely also to
induce deficient gametogenesis, amenorrhea, and steril-

l. Wien. med. Wchnschr., 80:253, Feb.8, 1930.
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ity.

In regard to the latter he thinks it is a funda-

mental error to consider obesity as a cause of sterility.

Love and Christie (67) however, state that star-

ility without other cause is not uncommon in the overnourished and point out that weight reduction is more
important than :ii:irunrl'flation of the fallopian tubes in
effecting a cure.

On the other hand. Parkes and Drum-

mond (95) state that the result of feeding and fattening rats produc_es :a negligable effect on the estrus cycle
and no impairment in fertility.

They indicate that fat-

ness is more often a result than a cause of sterility.
Heyd (53) indicates that obese females frequently

h~ve

fibromyomata as well as colloid goiter, but that these
are parallels rather than results of the metabolic defect of obesity.
Neuro-J.tu.scular
Von Noorden (117) recognized that reduction
cures were beneficial in certain forms of sciatica and
other neuralgias.

He stated that supra-orbital, occi-

pital_, and brachial forms were all relieved by reduction.
'

....

He added that even hysterical obese patients were

helped by the same treatment.

Buck (25) suggested that

metabolic wastes in obesity. caused nervousness, rheumatic and neuralgic pains.

Ax.tell (7) and Hurry (55)
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indicate

that somnolence is

fa~ored

by obesity and

vice versa due to lowered excretion of carbon dioxide.
the former stressing the factors of gastro-intestinal
disturbance. venous engorgement of the brain. or endocrine incompetency. while the latter adds

asthe~a.

giddiness, and tinnitus as additional nervous complications.

Additional factors in nervous and muscular

complications will be indicated later in connection
with other associated pathology in obesity.
Respiratory
Infectious

Von Boorden (117) indicated that

chronic pulmonary disease was an important canplication
in obesity.

He enumerated chronic bronchitis, tubercu-

losis, kyphoscoliosis, emphysema, and adhesive pleurisy.
He pointed out that the frequency of bronchitis in the
obese was due to

an

interference with respiratory ex-

cursion of the lungs because of fat in the thorax.

Hur-

ry (55) also indicates that fat in the mediastinum, heart,
ribs, and abdanen prevents expansion of the chest and
respiratory movements of the lungs leading to shallower
respiration.

He indicates, as a consequence of raising

the intra-thoracic pressure, that not only is the return
of venous blood to the heart impaired, but also reduction in the oxidation occurs resulting in a possible anem-

r
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ia from lessened amount of hemoglobin.

He points out

that the impaired movement and aeration of the lungs
increases the liability to bronchial catarrh which
tends to become chronic.

He adds that the associated

cough is ineffective in expelling secretions with resulting chronicity and emphysema.

Axtell (7) suggests

that the enfeebled heart of obesity induces congestion
of the lesser circulation and so makes for predisposition to bronchitis, asthma, emphysema, pulmonary edema,
severity of pneumonia and tuberculosis.

He also points

out that siruce obese have proportionally less surfnce
area, this also contributes to lessened oxidation which
makes them less able to endure exercise.
Dermal

Hurry (55) indicates that an increase

in panniculus also decreases heat loss which not only
makes fevers more perilous in the obese, but predisposes
to excessive perspiration during exercise and thus causes maceration of the skin and tendency to vulvitis and

1

excoriation of the nym.phae in females.

1

indicates that obesity tends to inefficiency and discomfort of the skin in hot weather.

Dearborn (31)

Hunter (54) states

that besides predisposition to diabetes and possibly hyperpiesia, the .obese have a tendency to bronchitis and
excessive sweating.

M:cLester (80) states that obesity
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limits canfort and increases the tendency to perspiration and eczema,· as well as colds and bronchitis due
to poor circulation in the panniculus adiposu,s. He and
Beall (13) both indicate that fat is a handicap in infect ious disease.
Vital Capacity

Bowen and Platt (22) state

that they studied the vital capacity in obesity on the

I

l

basis of the following adopted normal

stan~ds

based on

either height or surface area:

j

•fI
'

v.c.: Ht. in cm. x 25 cc.(males) or x 20cc.(females); or
V.c.= S.A. in sq.M. x 2.5 L.(males) or x 2.0 l.(females)
They conclude that the vital capacity of .obese persons
up to age 50 is slightly less than normal using the height
standard, and averages 20:': less with the surfnce area
standard.

They add that the tendency to dyspnea in over-

weight people can be accounted for in part by a reduction in the vital capacity. They state that after age 50.
a gradual fall in the vital capacity is normal.

Buck

(2ti) points out that excessive fat deposits in the obese
not only restrict the heart in the thorax, but also the
diaphragm from the abdominal side and thus lessens oxygenation of the blood.

As has been previously indicat-

ed, Master and Oppenheimer (76) by roentgen-ray study
note the presence ef sthenic habitus and an elevated
diaphragm in obese patients.
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In addition to others already mentioned,
Barker (9), DuBray (37), and Kisch (62) note high
diaphragms in obesity, which would seem to indicate
that this fact might explain the reduction in vital
capacity noted above. Dearbo'rn (31) it has been pointed out, indicates an unusual smallness of the 11mgs
to explain the persistence of obesity.

·,',hether or not

the heightanin& of the diaphragm is entirely secondary
to abdominal fat deposits or an inherent tendency of
certain body types is difficult to determine.
,.\.nemic

McLester's (82} sthenic plethoric

type does not fit in with the X-ray findings of Master
and Oppenheimer above, since with their picture of
sthenia and heightened diaphragm it would seem logical to expect an anemic rather than a plethoric condition, if reduced respiratory movements actually decrease aeration of the lungs and the amount of hemoglob in in the blood.

It seems doubtful that unc ompli-

cated obesity could produce a real anemia except possibly by crowding the blood forming marrow with fat, decre~sing

the red cell count by an obstructive liver

jaundice due to

fi~rosis

or degeneration of the hepatic

ceJ.ls so that they could no longer excrete bile pigments, or deficient liver storage and excretion of the
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stroma-forming "X" substance secreted by the gastric
mucosa.

J1nd although an anemia may cause dyspnea, it

seems best to consider that reduction in vital capacity,
together with increased work of the various organs best
explains this symptom in obesity.

The vital capacity

is also reduced in such conditions as tuberculosis, pulmonary edema, emphysema, hypertrophy of the liver and
heart disease all of which have been said to be associated with obesity, in which it seems to occur mainly
because of encroachment of fat against the diaphragm.
Bronchitis, emphysema, pneumonia, asthma, and pulmonary edema are causes of anoxic anoxemia due to impairment of the lung surfaces or capillary supply. whereas
stasis of blood present in cardiac ccmplications produces a stagnant anoxemia.

),.ny

tendenc~

to deficient

oxygenation in obesity might well be compensated for
by a polycytamia, as well as dyspnea and acceleration
of the heart to get rid of accumulated carbon dioxide
of the blood.

This might explain the plethoric tendency

of some obese individuals and wey they eventually suffer
from the results of such a vicious circle.
Anesthetic

As has already been indicated, o-

bese patients because of impaired respiratory function,
withstand infectious diseases and especially pneumonia

7
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very poorly.

Heyd ( 52) and others hr,ve emphasized

that inhalation anesthesia is contraindicated in
surgery for the obese.

He points however, to the

fact that impaired liver function, together with the
difference between the gross or total body weight and
the estimated normal or functional weight, should be
considered not only in the choice of anesthesia, but
in the calculation of a safe dosage.

He indicates that

intradural spinal block should be the first choice for
the obese surgical subject.

He adds that since the

amount of insensible water loss varies directly with
the surface area, the obese patient requires an added
intake to offset the increased amount of water lost
by radiation.

He points out however, that poor myocardi-

al tone contraindicates the administration of gross
quantities of water to the obese.
Mechanical
Operative

Love and Christie (67) point to

the mechanical difficulties in operations on obese patients a.s well as the slowness of healing fr an oozing
fat with the resultant prolonged convalescence and tendency to postoperative pulmonary complications.

Besides

these and anesthetic difficulties also, they add that
obesity is a factor in obscuring both physical and X-ray
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diagnosis.

Tiey suggest slow dietary reduction as the

best postoperative prophylaxis.

DuBray (37) states that

postoperatively the obese are prone to infection, slow
healing, and fat embolism and advises against

local

anesthesia because ·of the danger of fat necrosis.

He

also suggestw preoperative dietary reduction in weight
ana the importance of preventing pulmon&ry complications, cardiac failure, wound infection, fat embolism,
and hernia in the obese patient.
Hernial

DuBray {37) and McLester (80) in-

dioate the frequency of ventral hernia in obesity.Love
and Christie (67) point out that the weakness resulting
from the fatty infiltration of muscles impairs their
efficiency and predisposes to hernia at points Of greatest strain in obesity.

They mention more especially

the direct or acquired type of inguinal hernia, and the
umbilical hernia of extra-peritoneal fat through a
stretched and weakened linea alba which is eventually
followed by the peritoneum.

They state that the en-

largement of herniae in obesity is progressive because
of increased intraabdominal pressure from fat deposition

....

in the omentum and mesentery.

The frequency of ven-

tral poistopera.tive hernia in obese patients needs no
comment.
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Static
Orthopedic

In addition to the mechanical com-

plications of obesity, the effects of excessive weight
bearing are of extreme seriousness.

Hurry (65) states

that advanced weight causes an increased effort of the
sacral and lumbar muscles so that maintainance of an
erect posture produces backache resulting in a tendency
toward indolence which in turn aggravates the obesity.
He indicates that sprains, muscular stiffness, flat
feet, and grating painful knee joints are also complications of obesity.

Axtell (7) states that muscular

deposits of fat are a source of painful. slow, and difficult activity which explain why the obese are stiff,
rheumatic and

inacti~e.

DuBray (37) points out that

postural and static difficulties in the obese are due
to faulty body mechanics.

He includes lumbo-saoral strain

and lumbago due to large heavy abdaninal viscera which
produce a lordosis and bilateral dull ache not involving the thighs;

and sciatic scoliosis due to an asym-

metrical backward inclination of the top of the pelvis
which causes the lateral curvature.

He adds that flat

feet are canmon from the excessive weight bearing and
flabby muscles of obesity.

love and Christie (67) also

state that obese have a lordosis to compensate for a
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pendulous abdomen which puts excessive strain on the
sacro-iliac joints and thus causes asteo-arthritis in
the hips and knees.

They indicate that this as well as

flat feet is precipitated by the excessive weight carrying.
Another orthopedic complication is indicated
by Kirmisson (61) who states that the frequent development of coxa vara associated with obesity is more than
a coincidence sinee it seems to be familial.

He states

that abortive coxalgia is another tendency in the same
line and that obesity seems to be the connecting link
between both affections.

He adds that the obesity ob-

served in these conditions is the type suggestive of
thyrogenous origin and that radioscopy shows no abnormality in the pituitary region.

Femoral neck fracture,

ricketts, bone softening in adults, and senile osteoarthritis with atrophy and bone weakness are the usual
accepted causes of coxa vara, but it is conceiveable from
the above how obesity may contribute to its development.
Arthritis

DuBray (37) indicates that obesity

usually predisposes to the hypartrophio or degenerative

....

type of chronic arthritis (ostao-arthritis) and causes
disability in this condition bJ mechanical irritation of
bony spurs.

He points out that this arthritis is more

r-···rrl'l'lll~l.lllf
'
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especially of spinal location in obesity and is associated with low back pain.

Parsons {96) states that

faulty body mechanics is a contributing factor in the
etiology of chronic arthritis.

He points out that a

thin ptotic type of individual is characteristic of the
atrophic (infectious) arthritis, whereas hypertrophic
or osteo-arthritis is more common in well nourished
individuals.

As has been noted earlier, Bruger and

Poindexter (24) state that the plasma cholesterol is
elevated in the hypertrophic type of chronic arthritis
and that this elevation is more probably a result thnn
a cause of the arthritis.

Hence it wuuld seem that o-

besity as a factor in arthritis is based principally on
the traumatic element incident to excessive weight bearing.
In conclusion, further emphasis of the importance and variety of canplications in obesity is
well typified in a case presented by L.F. Barker (10).
He states that the case presented multiple problems in
diagnosis~

The final diagnosis was diabetes, diabetic

neuritis, chronic tonsillitis and sinusitis, obesity

...

(40 lbs. overweight) with an apical systolic murmur
without cardiac enlargement and a blood pressure of
155/95, allergy. hypertrophic arthritis (both hips and
right knee), and.postoperative ventral abdominal hernia.

SUMMARY

From a review of library material covering
the literature of the past twenty years on the subject of obesity, the following facts pertaining to its
causes and effects may be summarized as follows:
1. Obesity is always the result of a positive
energy balance whether this be predominantly due to exogenous or endogenous factors.
2. Exogenous and

endogeno~s

factors are so

intimately related that no given case may be classified
as due entirely to one or the other.
3. It seems best to designate exogenous obesity as those cases where these factors predominate, ie.,
those due to overeating, ladk of exercise, or both.
That the vast majority of cases is the result of these
factors is generally accepted.
4. Endogenous obesity is best applied to those
oases in which pure environmental factors are in the
minority and where the persistanoe of a positive nutritive balance seems related to more obscure internal disturbance.

This class incllldes heredity, endoorinopathy,
129
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and central nervous system disturbance which factors
probably control body weight by influencing the appetite, feeling of satiety. and bodily activity through
some interrelated mechanisw of control.
5. Heredity cannot be excluded as a factor
in either exogenous or endogenous obesity since it may
contribute to inherent greediness or indolence as well
as to body build or proportion of adipose tissue.
6. Obesity with frank stigmata of endocrinopathy or central nervous system disturbance and a lowered metabolism comprises a very small proportion of
cases in which the obesity is recognized more as a symptom than a disease, though it is possible that apparent non-endocrine cases may actually be the result of
hormonal or nervous disturbance so slight that obesity
is the only stigma present.
7. So-called constitutional obesity .is probably best classified as endogenous and in most cases is
not due to lowered basal metabolism, depressed reaction
to food ingestion or excercise, or anomalous transformation of metabolic products.

The apparent failure of

certain cases to lose weight on a subcaloric intake is
best explained by the instability of the body water level, .since the oxidation of fat leaves behind a large

r··1r111111111-"
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quantity of water.

a.

It is important to realize that any type

of obesity may be relieved by a subcaloric diet or increase of exercise, the former being the best means of
reduction since small quantities of food yield a larger
number of calories than can be lost by any increase of
activity.
9. Cardiac impairment in obesity is largely
due to adiposity of the heart and the increased demand
of greater boiy bulk with a greater number of blood vessels, though there is probably no increase in blood
plasma volume.

Obesity is more apt to produce cardiac

embarrassment when some organic disease of the heart
is already present.

The tendency toward hypertrophy,

coronary sclerosis, and arrhythmia is

best explained

on the basis of an overburdened heart.
10 • .Arteriosclerosis in obesity is followed
rather than preceded by a hypercholesteremia which does
not therefore seem to explain the tendency to degenerative disease in the obese.

The presence of hyperchol-

esteremia in uncomplicated obesity is controversial.
11. Whether or not arteriosclerosis precedes
or fDllows hypertension in obesity seems uncertain. but
the latter is more commonly associated with adiposity

r
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and may be compensatory to sclerosis, increased circulatory demands or some concomitant hormonal disturbance.

It is not conclusive whether hypertension is a

true symptom of obesity or the result of some other
factor in which adiposity operates only as a predisposing cause.
12. There is considerable evidence that obesity is associated with a lowered glucose tolerance
and is the most ·important single etiologic factor in
the production of diabetes in persons with hereditary
predisposition.

It may be possible that both conditions

are associated as the result of a common hormonal disturbance.
13. Obesity as a factor in biliary disease is
probably mostly on the basis of stasis and impaired
liver function in the secretion of bile salts, rather
than from any existing hypercholesteremia.
14. Fatty changes in the pancreas as well as
biliary stasis may account for the frequency of pancreatitis in obesity.
15. Susceptibility to respiratory disease in
the obese seems to be on the basis of reduced vital
capacity produced by excessive deposits of thoracic and
abdominal fat.

•

whether the associated elevation of the
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diaphragm is entirely the result of these deposits or
of inherent body build is indeterminate.
16. Gynecological complications of amenorrhea,

depressed libido, and sterility are probably never directly the result of obesity, but are more likely associated because of an etiologic factor common to both.
17. Renal and anemic complications in obesity are most likely only remotely related, whereas gout
and obesity are more probably associated because of
some common causative factor.
18. Fatty infiltration of muscles subjected
to unusual mechanical strain best explains the tendency
of the obese to develop herniae.

This explanation also

applies to the tendency for dystocia in stout women during labor.
19. The common static effects of excessive
weight bearine are lumbo-sacro-i1iac disease, pes planus,
and chronic hypertrophic arthritis of the spine. hips,
and knees, the latter of which is probably not the result of a hypercholesteremia in obesity.
20. Most of the complicating pathology of obesity is completely removed or markedly improved by dietary reduction of the body weight, but physicians must
constantly supervise the dietary regime of most overweights if normal body weight is to be maintained.
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